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Abstract
Referred to as a graveyard for foreign aid and simultaneously a great example for progress in terms of
implementing the New Deal for Engagements in Fragile States, Somalia is recovering from a
protracted war, multi-dimensional fragility and deep mistrust. This research analyses how international
actors contribute to peace, state and trust building in the Somali region by implementing the New Deal
TRUST principles on a national level and by engaging in the peacebuilding process in Galkacyo,
Central Somalia on a local level. Through a qualitative approach and case study design, the research
relies on data collected through qualitative content analyses of reports, official documents and
evaluations as well as data collected through key informant interviews. Informants involve persons
working for the European Union, the World Bank, the United Nations Development Programme in
New York and Somalia, the Civil Society Platform for Peacebuilding and Statebuilding, Interpeace
Eastern and Central Africa Regional Office and the New York University with connection to the New
Deal and or peace and statebuilding engagements in the Somali region. The findings, generated from
the collected data, are analysed through a theoretical framework based on Wallensten’s (2015) theory
on ‘Quality Peace’, Eriksen’s (2017) theory on Statebuilding and Barbalet’s (2009) and Eccles (2015)
theory on trust building. The research finds that the implementation of the TRUST principles is
scattered in terms of progress. ‘Use and strengthen country systems’ and ‘Strengthening capacities’ are
the two principles delivering most progress according to the majority of the informants, whereas ‘Risk
sharing’ and ‘Timely and predictable aid’ perform worse. The implementation of the first principle,
‘Transparency’, mainly referring to the sharing of documents, inclusive decision-making and reporting
of aid to the Somali Aid Coordination Unit at the Prime Minister’s Office, has made moderate
progress. At a local level, Interpeace engages in the Galkacyo peacebuilding process by providing
strategic, financial and technical support to local structures, e.g. a joint Peace Committee and joint
security force. The research identifies a tendency that the implementation of the New Deal TRUST
principles has had limited impact on a local level. The development of the emerging FMSs has added
an extra dynamic to the conflict in Galkacyo, a city divided by the two administrative regions
Galmudug and Puntland. Furthermore, whether donor behaviour has changed in fragile states as an
effect of the New Deal is debated. The engagements on a local level in Galkacyo tend to contribute to
peace and trust building among clashing communities, however, limited impact can be identified on
the statebuilding process and on peace and trust building vis-à-vis the Federal and State Governments.

Keywords: Statebuilding, Peacebuilding, Trust Building, the Somali Region, the New Deal,
International Engagements
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1 Introduction
In a time with ambitious international commitments established to tackle challenges threatening and
limiting our human, social and state well-being, fragile and conflict-affected states are persistently
falling behind (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 2016). More than
a fifth of the global population live in fragile settings and are exposed to multi-dimensional risks and
violence (Ibid). Responding to the challenges of sustainable development, for all everywhere, the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development is a “plan of action for people, planet and prosperity” (United
Nations (UN), 2015: 3) that builds on the preceded Millennium Development Goals. The new
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are ambitious, encompassing and frequently used as a frame
of reference in the contemporary development discourse, leaving no one behind (UN, 2015). To
achieve the SDGs, partnerships beyond the silos are imperative, especially in fragile states with high
prevalence of humanitarian, development and peacebuilding efforts (International Dialogue on
Peacebuilding and Statebuilding (IDPS), 2016; UN Economic and Social Council (UN ECOSOC),
2017). Whereas development and humanitarian practitioners tend to be sceptic to pursue SDG related
goals in fragile states, the states in question tend to stress the need and requirement to invest in longterm and sustainable solutions to address the drivers of conflict and instability (OECD, 2016; United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), 2018).
In attempts to assist fragile states in transition from fragility to stability and development, the
IDPS facilitated the establishment of the New Deal on Engagement in Fragile States (the New Deal),
signed by 47 countries and organisations, including the UN, the European Union (EU), the World Bank
(WB) and the Federal Republic of Somalia (henceforth referred to as FRoS, Somalia or the Somali
Region1). The New Deal came to play an important role in the formulation of SDG 16 – Peace, Justice
and Strong Institutions2 (Civil Society Platform for Peacebuilding and Statebuilding (CSPPS), 2016;
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), 2017; Taranco, 2016) and is referred to as a

1

The term ’Somali Region’ is used in contexts referring to all areas inhibited by Somalis in the Horn of Africa, including
Somalia, Somaliland and the Somali Region of Ethiopia. Due to the several contested areas as well as states claiming
independence from the Somali State, the research chooses to remain politically neutral to the extent possible.
2

SDG 16 aims to “Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all
and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels” (UN ECOSOC, 2017: 16)
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crucial mean in achieving peace, justice and strong inclusive institutions in fragile states (Clark, 2016;
CSPPS, 2016; Hearn, 2016).
Under the New Deal, donors are committed to align assistance with host government3 priorities,
and streamline aid management to build mutual trust between the donor community and host
governments. In addition, fostering a country-led, country-owned and country-driven process is given
particular priority, especially in the more recent ´Stockholm Declaration’, recommitting the partners to
implement the New Deal to the background of the 2030 Agenda in fragile states (IDPS, 2016).
States transitioning from fragility to stability are commonly dependent on external assistance to
enable development of “political stability, security, justice and social equity” (Japan International
Cooperation Agency (JICA), 2006: 2). According to the OECD, fragility is defined as ”the
combination of exposure to risk and insufficient coping capacity of the state, system and/or
communities to manage, absorb or mitigate those risks.” (OECD, 2016: 16). Extremely fragile states
are exposed to “high fragility in all of the five dimensions4, as well as widespread armed conflict or
very significant levels of collective and social violence.” (Ibid: 76). Followed by South Sudan, Central
African Republic and Democratic Republic of the Congo, Somalia was ranked the single most fragile
state in 2016 (Ibid).
Defined as an extremely fragile state, Somalia experiences multi-dimensional challenges.
(OECD, 2016). According to Human Rights Watch (HRW) (2017: 438-488) grave human rights
violations are being reported in the country; Al-Shabaab poses threats to communities and the Federal
Government of Somalia (FGoS); and natural disasters, i.a. cyclical drought and famine, perpetuate
humanitarian crisis in the Somali Region. In 2012, Somalia inaugurated the first president and
parliament recognized by the global society since 1991 and the subsequent year, the New Deal
Compact for Somalia was adopted. The Somali Compact, drafted by the Federal Government of
Somalia and international community, constitutes priorities and strategies for the period 2014-2016
(FRoS), 2013). The Somali Compact era is passed and a new National Development Plan is adopted
(FRoS, 2016).

3

With host governments, the research refers to governments of states receiving international assistance. The term will be
used for this purpose throughout the thesis.
4

The five dimensions include: economic, environmental, political, security and societal fragility (OECD, 2016: 24-25)
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1.1 Research problem
With the recent adoption of the SDGs and 2030 Agenda, development, humanitarian and peacebuilding
actors operate within a common frame of reference and strive towards common goals. Fragile states, as
mentioned above, are persistently falling behind and face complex challenges on the way to stability
and development. In this context, the New Deal and especially the FOCUS and TRUST principles are
claimed to be central for development in fragile states (IDPS, 2018). By making progress in terms of
strengthening local capacities through a country-led process, ‘Use and strengthen country systems’ to a
greater extent and by improving equitable and functional state revenue and services systems, fragile
states are better equipped to “address drivers of conflict” (Taranco, 2016).
The fragile state of Somalia was one of the first states to be introduced to the New Deal in
2012. Since the adoption of the Somali Compact, the country has made efforts towards stability and
resilience, but the challenges remain plenty. The country has been recognized as “the best example for
great progress” where “this [read the New Deal] has been an instrument to really strengthen Somalia”
(International Dialogue, 2016). However, Somalia has also been referred to as a bad example in terms
of “returns” on development and humanitarian “investments” (Menkhaus, 2014b; 2006). The country
has received international assistance for more than 50 years (Indexmundi, 2018), which has contributed
to a heavy dependency of aid (FRoS, 2017). During 2016, the country accepted approximately 1.3
Million USD in Official Development Assistance (ODA), which constitutes 21% of Somalia’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). The same year, domestic revenues solely represented 2% of the GDP
reinforcing the issue of dependency on external funding (FRoS, 2017: 1). These figures tend to confirm
the statement that the receipt of assistance has been ‘normalized’ and generated little effect on the
country’s economic development.
Since the beginning of the civil war in 1991, Somalia has engaged in numerous attempts to
establish sustainable peace and a fair and functional government, however with limited results
(Menkhaus, 2006; Saalax and Xildhiban, 2010). The strong influence of Somali clan dynamics has had
implications on the success of the peace agreements and the reconciliation conferences. Historically,
the Somali peace process has, despite substantial support from the international community, failed to
address “the real grievances” (Saalax and Xildhiban, 2010). According to Menkhaus (2014a), the
success of external efforts in the Somali state and institution building process is not fully linear and
varies at different political and governmental levels. He claims that regional and local institutions, with
relatively small contribution of foreign aid, have produced a higher level of stability and functionality
8

than institutions at national level. National and state institutions have attracted more international aid
however generated less successful results (Menkhaus, 2014a: 11).
Institution building in a fragile state like Somalia may also entail a large risk (Ibid). Emerging
out of a civil war, the Somali citizens have a low level of trust in each other and also in state
institutions as these tend to be perceived as powerhouses for rivalling clans. Therefore, trust building
becomes central in the post-war reconstruction as the lack thereof may result in spoilers undermining
the state-building process (Ibid). According to Ghani and Lockhart (2008: 198, 230-231), for a state to
build citizen trust, power holders must: be transparent; engage with civil society; create instruments for
feedback and interaction; and convince its citizens that it holds sufficient capacity to manage
challenges and threats encountered by the society. However, starting from a level of mistrust, the way
to a trusting relationship among citizens and between citizens and state institutions in the Somali
Region, is arguably long.
In light of this, the New Deal and the peacebuilding process in Galkacyo are implemented in a
complex context where international engagements have generated limited results in the past.
Constructing peace, a functional and stable Somali state and a healthy trusting relationship between
stakeholders through external actions is hence a difficult task. This research aims to fill the research
gap on the connection between the implementation of the TRUST principles at a national and
peacebuilding engagements at a local level.

1.2 Aims and research objectives
The overall objective of the thesis is to analyse how peace, state and trust building is carried out in
practice in the Somali Region through the implementation of the New Deal TRUST principles at a
national level and through the implementation of a donor-funded engagement at a local level. Analysed
to the background of theories on peace, state and trust building in fragile states, the thesis will
contribute to a deeper understanding of the methods, challenges and possible implications related to
these international engagements. In other words, by analysing peace, state and trust building at a policy
implementation and program level respectively, this research highlights potential similarities,
challenges and implications generated by international actors in fragile states. Ultimately, the goal is to
disseminate the final research to relevant donors and implementing organisations and inform them on
the findings and conclusions.

9

The specific objectives of the thesis read:
1. To analyse how major stakeholders5 operationalize the TRUST principles at a national
level, in the Somali Region;
2. To scrutinise how the TRUST principles and the peacebuilding engagement in Galkacyo
relate to peace, state and trust building theory;
3. To investigate the perceived progress, challenges and implications in terms of implementing
each respective TRUST principle at a national and local level in the Somali Region;
4. To analyse how donor-funded a peace, state and trust building programme is implemented
in practice in Galkacyo, central Somalia.

1.3 Research question
In line with the overall and specific objectives, the main research question reads,
How do international donors and implementing organisations work with peace, state and trust building
in the Somali Region at a national level through the New Deal TRUST principles and at a local level in
Galkacyo?
In order to answer the main question, the research needs to
1. How are the TRUST principles implemented in donor-funded programs in the Somali
Region?
2. How do the New Deal TRUST principles and the engagement in Galkacyo relate to peace,
state and trust building theory at a national and local level?
3. What are the perceived progress, challenges and implications related to the implementations
of the TRUST according to informants from UNDP, the World Bank, the EU and the
CSPPS?
4. How are Interpeace and its partner organisation implementing peace, state and trust
building at a local level in Galkacyo?

5

‘Major stakeholders’ primarily refer to the EU, UNDP and the WB in this research.
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1.4 Previous academic research
Peace- and statebuilding in general terms have been researched to a large extent (Bliesemann de
Guevara, 2008; Fukuyama, 2005; Gleditsch, Nordkvelle and Strand, 2014; Langer and Brown, 2016;
Richmond, 2013; Eriksen, 2017; Wallensteen, 2015). Peace- and statebuilding have, for instance, been

researched in terms of fragile states (Newman, 2010; Roberts, 2008), Somalia (Burgess, 2013;
Menkhaus, 2006; 2014b; Oksamytna, 2011) and in relation to international engagements and aid
effectiveness (Chandler, 2015; Krasner and Risse, 2014). However, adding the phenomenon of trust
and trust building to peace and statebuilding research, the literature remains limited (Börzel and Risse,
2016; Child, 2001; Currall and Inkpen, 2006).
The New Deal was added to the international policy repository in 2011. Since its adoption, the
New Deal has been assumed as a frame of reference in 146 fragile countries, including Somalia. Given
the juvenility of the policy, limited academic research has been conducted in terms of its
implementation, challenges and implications (Hingorani, 2015). However, reports, evaluations and
policy briefs have been published and some have informed academic research. For example, the IDPS
secretariat7 conducted a Monitoring Report in 2014, which laid the basis for Hingorani’s (2015)
research on the New Deal implementation progress. In his article, Hingorani (Ibid) highlights the
progress made in terms of transparency of aid, increased allocation of aid to pooled funds and progress
in terms of “linking inclusive politics and institution-building with more coherent, country-led donor
support” (89). Despite the progress, Hingorani argues that little has changed in how the New Deal has
contributed to a wider ‘paradigm shift’ in how international actors engage in and with fragile states.
Instead of focusing on what should be done, Hingorani suggests that recipient governments should set
core priorities deemed feasible to deliver on with help from donors (Ibid: 90-91).
An author that has made significant academic contributions to the peace-, state- and institution
building of Somalia is Dr Ken Menkhaus8. Before the adoption of the New Deal and the Somali
Compact of 2013, Menkhaus (2010a) critically discussed the role external actors, such as donors and
the UN, have in perpetuating the Somali conflict by implementing ill-advised policies and approaches
6

The 14 countries are: Guinea-Bissau, Ginuea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Togo, Chad, Central African Republic (CAR),
Democratic Republic Congo (DRC), South Sudan, Burundi, Somalia, Yemen, Afghanistan, Timor-Leste (IDPS, 2018)
7

The Monitoring Report was partly written by the OECD staff Yannick Hangorani. The following year, Hangorani (2015)
published an academic article heavily influenced by the Monitoring Report.
8

Dr Ken Menkhaus is a Professor in Political Science at Davidson College University.
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(223). Acknowledging that the violent history of Somalia relies on both domestic and external factors,
Menkhaus directs heavy critique to the external operations in Somalia:
Somalia has long faced severe internal challenges to peacebuilding and state-building. In recent
years it has had to shoulder the additional burden of external policies which have actually
helped to make things worse, not better. Finding innovative and constructive policies to
confront Somalia’s intractable crises will not be easy, but it will be impossible if not based on
more accurate and clear-eyed assessment of the situation on the ground. (2010a: 232)
In a more recent article, Menkhaus (2014a) critically analyses external actors’ contribution to
Somalia’s state-building process and the results, or lack thereof. He argues that institutions at
municipal and local level are identified as the most successful in terms of performing formal
governance in Somalia whereas external aid for national level institutional-building has been facing
great challenges. International assistance provided to local actors has arguably been successful due to
its flexible nature, contextual understanding and acceptance of a slow and lengthy process (Menkhaus,
2014a).
In a different article, Menkhaus (2010b) discusses the complexity of external statebuilding in
relation to humanitarian access and counter-terrorism efforts in Somalia. Whereas humanitarian access
is closely tied to the humanitarian principle of neutrality, external stabilisation efforts are commonly
carried out through statebuilding initiatives involving the host government to a great extent. In a
situation with humanitarian needs and where the relevant authority issuing access to the vulnerable
areas is an actor involved in the conflict, neutrality can be jeopardized. According to Menkhaus, the
relationship between external statebuilding initiatives and humanitarian access has been highly
dysfunctional during the 2000’s (2010b: 339).
Burgess (2013) analyses engagements in Somalia from a bottom-up and a top-down perspective
to identify the better approach for renewal and representation. He argues that the international
community pursue a top-down approach to improve security, which has paved the way for bottom-up
stability.
Lastly, Odih Kumuyi (2017) critically analyses the integration of gender equality in the Somali
Compact. Going through each of the five PSGs, Odih Kumuyi (2017) highlights the shortcomings in
gender mainstreaming and provides recommendations on how the Somali Compact could be more
gender sensitive.
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1.5 Relevance for academia and humanitarian assistance
the development sector is going to bring us out of the humanitarian crisis […] we can save a lot of
money in the long run if we are making investments now. But those investments need to be smart9
Somalia is a state exposed to both man-made conflict and natural disasters, and simultaneously
struggles with some level of political, economic and judicial dysfunctionality (HRW, 2017; OECD,
2016). The multi-dimensional and extreme fragility that Somalia, and states similar to Somalia10
experience (OECD, 2016: 16, 76) is proven difficult to tackle through traditional means and hence
require a more holistic approach (UN and WB, 2018). The rather bold references of Somalia as a
graveyard for foreign aid and failure in terms of external institution-building efforts (Menkhaus,
2014b) reinforce the expressed need for change in how development and humanitarian aid is delivered
(IDPS, 2016; WHS, 2015).
Somalia relies on humanitarian assistance to cope with recurring drought, displacement and
conflict. According to UN OCHA (2018a), 5.4 million Somalis are estimated to need assistance in
2018. Large humanitarian organisations, such as the Norwegian Refugee Council, International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and Concern Worldwide are active in the country and provide
life-saving assistance to people in need (UN OCHA, 2018b). Even though between 550 and 700
Million USD have been allocated to humanitarian assistance annually during the last four years (FRoS,
2017), only 23% of the pledged funds have been funded (UN OCHA, 2018b). These figures are
relevant as they reflect to which extent immediate relief operations are able to cure the symptoms of
Somalia’s complex challenges. One of the main drivers of humanitarian need is the on-going conflict
(UN OCHA, 2018a). By analysing how international donors and implementing organisations are
working with peace, state and trust building in Somalia, this research can provide a greater
understanding of the underlying causes perpetuating humanitarian needs. Furthermore, this research
can provide important insights for humanitarians working in the field or with Somali programmes
remotely. By raising the awareness and understanding of contemporary peace, state and trust building
engagements in Somalia, humanitarian professionals, including NOHA graduates and alumnus can
operate with a more holistic understanding of the highly complex Somali context.
9

Quote by Interviewee D (2017)

10

Examples of states experiencing similar challenges to Somalia are: Liberia, Democratic Republic of Congo, Afghanistan
(OECD, 2016)
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1.6 Methodology
The research applies a qualitative approach and uses a case study design. In terms of methodology, the
research relies on qualitative content analysis and key informant interviews. In the following subsections, the different methodologies, the case study design and the sampling procedure are described.

1.6.1 Case study design
This research conducts an explanatory case study, as the objective is to understand how international
actors work with national but also local level peace, state and trust building. The case study will
particularly be applied to Interpeace’s involvement in the Galkacyo peacebuilding process. Galkacyo
emerged as a case study during the interview with Meghan Brown. According to Yin (2009), case
study is the preferable design when the researcher aim to “understand a real-life phenomenon in-depth”
(18), which is the case of the current research. By looking at Galkacyo, the research can explain how
peace, state and trust building activities are carried out on a local level and in a conflict that share
several characteristics with other conflicts in the Somali Region (Interpeace, 2017a). The explanatory
case study, is favourable when the researcher wants to understand if x lead to z (Yin, 2009). Even
though the purpose and the scope of the current research does not allow for a test of causal relationship
between action and outcome, the design enable the research to explore potential relations and
tendencies between international engagement and peace, state and trust building in Galkacyo.

1.6.2 Qualitative content analysis
A qualitative content analysis will be conducted based on relevant literature and documentation. The
sources include, program reports, external evaluations, news articles and official documentation
published by donor and implementing organisations. For instance, the research will analyse the
Independent Review Of The New Deal For Engagement In Fragile States (Hearn, 2016). Nonpublished documentation made available for this research, e.g. the Galkacyo Conflict Assessment
(Interpeace, 2017a) will also be analysed. These reports, together with EU, UN, WB and other relevant
evaluations or report will supplement the data collected through key informant interviews.
The documents have been selected based on their relevance to the research topic, but also based
on a set of criteria determining its quality as suggested by Bryman (2012: 544): authenticity,
credibility, representativeness and meaning. Applying a qualitative content analysis to interpret this set
of documents is not unique. Qualitative content analysis is a widely consulted and favourable approach
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in qualitative research (Bryman, 2012: 557). The qualitative data retrieved from the selected
documents will be used to triangulate the information collected from the qualitative key interviews.

1.6.3 Key informant interviews
In addition to qualitative content analysis, the research relies on data collected via key informant
interviews: another widely consulted approach in qualitative research (Bryman, 2012: 469). The
interviews will particularly contribute with perceptions and implications of the implementation of the
TRUST principles and provide an insight on how peace, state and trust building is carried out in
practice. Qualitative interviews are preferred when the research seeks to incorporate informants’ point
of view and perspective on the research topic (Ibid), which applies to the current research.
The interviews follow a carefully designed questionnaire11 adjusted for each informant based
on their relation to the research topic. Questionnaires, or interview guides are common for semistructured interviews as they provide a list of questions the researcher anticipates to cover in her/his
research, however the sequence and formulation may differ during the course of the interview
(Bryman, 2012: 471). Prior to the interviews, the questionnaire was shared with the informant to
inform on questions and topics the research anticipates to cover. This principle was not adopted in two
cases, where the informants were invited to a more informal chat. The researcher approached
informants differently depending on the initial point of contact and their availability to conduct a
formal interview versus an informal discussion. For informants agreeing to an informal chat, two (2)
out of three (3) expressed their consent to be audio recorded.

1.6.4 Sampling and the selection of key informants
The key informants were selected based on their relation to the research topic. Due to the relatively
inaccessible target population, i.e. persons with insight in and experience from international
engagements in the Somali Region, the research adopted a snowball sampling approach. Snowball
sampling is especially useful in situations when the researcher has limited access to the relevant target
group (Bryman, 2012: 424). The number of interviews anticipated for this research was around 20,
with 10 as a lower threshold. At the end, 14 informants were interviewed (see Annex 2).

11

The questionnaire attached in Annex 3 represent an example that was used during one of the interviews. The first page
with background information about the research and questions regarding consent has remained unchanged for all
informants.
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Given the substantial support provided by the EU (FRoS, 2017: 23), the research incorporates
interviews conducted with four key informants working at the European Commission DirectorateGeneral for International Development Cooperation (DG-DEVCO) in Brussels, Belgium with
responsibility for the Somalia portfolio and New Deal alignment of aid delivered to Somalia. The key
informants are: Elisabeth Pape, Clement Boutillier, Mihaela Haliciu and Agnes Kovacs.
UNDP is another actor with substantial influence on the Somali peace and statebuilding
process. UNDP implements multi-year programmes directly linked to the New Deal PSGs and the
strengthening of state institutions (UNDP, 2018). The Program Manager of UNDP’s Capacity
Development Programme (CPD) in the Somali Region, Albert Soer as well as the UNDP Aid
Coordination Specialist in Somalia, Pau Blanquer were invited to make contributions to the research.
Merita Jorgo, Officer in Charge of the UN Risk Management Unit in Somalia and Risk Manager for
the UN Multi Partner Trust Fund (MPTF) was interviewed based on her knowledge and experience of
risk management and sharing among international actors and the FGoS.
An additional three staff working at the UNDP HQ in New York: Christine Chan, Karoline
Klose and Kristoffer Tangri, were interviewed. The first three currently work at the New Deal Facility
unit whereas Mr Tangri has proceeded to a different position within UNDP after leaving the New Deal
Facility unit. These interviews contribute to a deeper understanding of the operationalization of the
TRUST principles on a HQ level. All three informants have professional experience of the origin and
establishment of the New Deal and its operationalization in fragile states.
Another important stakeholder with engagements in the Somali peace and statebuilding process
is the World Bank (FRoS, 2017: 10). To gain a deeper understanding of the aid modalities of the World
Bank and the coordination between the World Bank and the UN in Somalia, the research incorporates
an interview with Sarah Louise Cramer, WB-UN Aid Coordinator for Somalia. Ms Cramer is located
in Nairobi, Kenya and works for both the World Bank and the UNDP to facilitate coordination.
Furthermore, the CSPPS is a member of the IDPS and constitutes a platform for peacebuilding
and statebuilding CSOs across and beyond the South-North silo. The research incorporates an
interview with the Senior Strategist of the CSPPS secretariat, Mr Peter van Sluijs.
The importance of gender equality and women’s rights are acknowledged as central to
sustainable development and peace (UN Women, 2018), however gender remains a crosscutting issue
with limited systematic mainstreaming under the New Deal (Odih Kumuyi, 2017). The current
research recognizes the significance of gender in pursuing the New Deal in Somalia and therefore
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incorporates an interview with Love Odih Kumuyi, author of Lost in Implementation? Where is
Gender in the Somali Compact for Peacebuilding and Statebuilding?
During a field study in Nairobi, Kenya, Meghan Brown, Somali Programme Coordinator at
Interpeace was interviewed about their work in the Somali Region, particularly in Galkacyo. Even
though Ms Brown is listed as the only informant from this organisation, information is also based on
data collected from internal documents provided to the researcher during her internship.
The interviews were conducted between June 2017 and April 2018. The ratio of interviews
conducted via Skype is 36 per cent and 64 per cent of all informants are women. With respect to the
informants and their partly sensitive contributions, the researcher refers to them anonymously12
throughout the research.

1.7 Limitations
The methodologies applied in this research are selected based on their applicability to answer the
research questions. Even though qualitative content analysis and key informant interviews are deemed
fit for purpose, qualitative research bare inherent limitations and is accused for being “too
impressionistic and subjective” (Bryman, 2012: 405). In semi-structured interviews, as conducted in
this research, the researcher tends to have a strong influence on the collected data. The researcher’s
characteristics, for instance, may have an impact on the way the interviewee responds to a set of
questions (Ibid). To mitigate this to the extent possible, the researcher did not disclaim her age and
approached interviewees in a professional and academic manner.
Another limitation of the research is the scope. The New Deal, for instance, is a comprehensive
framework consisting of three pillars that all serve different purposes to the peace and statebuilding
efforts in fragile states (IDPS, 2011). Since the research solely focuses on one of the three principles, it
purposively neglects the work related to the remaining pillars. Including all three pillars would extend
the scope of the research, although to a non-feasible extent. The researcher considered to include the
full framework but recognized the advantages of analysing one area in-depth.
No informants from the Somali Region are included in the research, which can be seen as a
limitation. Despite the access to ‘Somali peace builders’ provided via the internship at Interpeace, the
researcher, partly in consultation with her manager, decided not to approach colleagues on the ground.
12

The researcher has provided each Interviewee with a letter from the alphabet ranging from B to O.
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As the focus of the research is international engagements in the Somali region, the researcher
outweighed the benefits of contacting partners to the limited contribution it would have in the research.

1.8 Ethical considerations
The research acknowledges and adheres to ethical standards and guidelines as provided by the Centre
for Research Ethics and Bioethics (CRB) at Uppsala University13. Informants approached and
interviewed for this research have been informed about its purpose and how their contribution is
valuable. Prior to the interviews, the informants were provided a questionnaire (See Annex 3)
including general information, consent for audio recording and a list of questions. In line with
Forskningsetiske Komiteer’s (2006) guidelines on research, participants must be given the opportunity
to fully understand what participation in the research entails, that it is voluntary and that it protects the
interviewee’s professional and personal integrity (12-14). In respect of the interviewees’ integrity, the
researcher has chosen to anonymize their names by exchanging them for letters in the alphabet.

1.9 Outline of the thesis
The first chapter outlined the research problem, questions and objectives, previous research and how
this research relates to humanitarian action, described the methodological approaches applied and
explained the ethical considerations. Chapter number two set the context of the research starting with
the policy framework and eventually describes the Somali Region and the case of Galkacyo. Chapter
three covers a review of peace, state and trust building theory as well as a theoretical framework. The
fourth chapter outlines the empirical findings of the research structured in line with the specific
research questions. In the subsequent chapter, the findings are discussed and analysed with help of the
theoretical framework. The sixth and last chapter concludes the research and answers the research
questions.

13

The Center for Research Ethics and Bioethics (CRB) publishes articles and guideline about research ethics and bioethics.
The website can be found at: https://www.crb.uu.se/.
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2 Background
The second chapter outlines the context of the research. This section describes the Somali Region, its
violent history, political developments as well as its humanitarian and development setting. Before the
presentation of the Region and the case of Galkacyo, the New Deal and the TRUST principles are
described to set the policy framework of this research.

2.1 Introduction
During the 4th high-level forum in aid effectiveness in Busan 2011, 47 donor countries, fragile states
and international organisations committed to align assistance for stability under the New Deal (IDPS,
2011). The work informing its content and scope started with the recognition of a need for change
during the third High-Level Forum in Accra 2008 (Hearn, 2016: 20). The Forum commissioned the
IDPS including the International Network on Conflict And Fragility (INCAF), the G7+ countries, and
the CSPPS, to formulate solutions responding to failing approaches for peace, stability and
development for the Forum in Busan (Ibid).
INCAF represents a network of traditional and likeminded donors established in 2009 as a
subsidiary organisation of the OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) (Interviewee E,
2017; OECD, 2009). INCAF initially focused on aid management and effectiveness under the
prevailing Paris Agenda on Aid Effectiveness and were eventually the organisers for the High-Level
forum in Busan 2011. In the process leading up to the forum, several working groups were preparing
supporting documents for the different agenda topics, including aid effectiveness in fragile states. At
this stage, INCAF reached out to a number of countries that could provide insights on this field. The
Ministry of Finance of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) ultimately invited a number of
fragile states14 to Kinshasa to discuss aid effectiveness with INCAF. The participants of this meeting
formed what came to represent the G7+ countries15, formally inaugurated in Dili, Timor-Leste 2010
(G7+, 2010; Interviewee E, 2017). The first G7+ chairmanship and secretariat was located in DRC
before both moved to Dili. During the 3rd Ministerial Meeting of the G7+ in Togo 2014, the meeting
14

According to Interviewee E, the fragile states invited by DRC was random and, to his/her understanding, not based on
any specific criteria or requirement (2017)
15

The G7+ countries consists of: Afghanistan, Burundi, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Côte d’Ivoire,
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, Liberia, Papua New Guinea, Sierra Leone, Somalia,
Solomon Islands, São Tomé & Principe, South Sudan, Timor-Leste, Togo and Yemen. (G7+, 2010).
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elected the Minister of Finance and Economic Development of Sierra Leone to take over the
chairmanship, but the Secretariat remained in Dili (Interviewee E, 2017). The last actor involved in the
formulation of the New Deal was the CSPPS. Similarly to the G7+, the CSPPS evolved during the
preparations for the Forum in Busan. At that time, the CSPPS represented a loose group of CSOs,
which was formalised as a central actor for the implementation of the New Deal in fragile states
(Interviewee I, 2017). The platform gathers CSOs in all G7+ countries as well as organisations based in
donor and INGO countries with engagements in fragile states. Although membership is open for all
and concepts of inclusivity and representation is promoted, the platform is struggling to reach out to
CSOs in the periphery, especially in countries with decreasing freedom of expression (Interviewee I,
2017). The role of the CSPPS is to provide support for implementation of the New Deal and to
represent the civil society at the global level in the IDPS (CSPPS, 2018).

2.2 The New Deal for Engagements in Fragile States
“Change in “what” is done and change in “how” things are done to support countries’ transitions from
conflict and fragility, and the building of peaceful states and societies.” (IDPS, 2014: 8)
The New Deal set out to change the way the international donor community, fragile states and civil
society approach fragility. This is supposedly done by distributing aid to and supporting the
development of five key Peacebuilding and Statebuilding Goals (PSGs): Legitimate Politics; Security;
Justice; Economic Foundations, and Revenue and Services (IDPS, 2011). The final selection of the five
PSGs derived from a list of seven priorities presented at the IDPS meeting in Dili 2010 and reflects the
work of seven country-level consultations16. Despite the relatively unique consultation process and the
formalized involvement of both fragile states and civil society in policy formulation, the process has
received criticism. Interviewee E (2017) testifies to the shortcomings in the methodological process
leading to the formulation of the PSGs, FOCUS and TRUST principles as well as the limited
articulation available on the link between the three pillars.
The second set of principles, abbreviated FOCUS, guides the implementation of the PSGs in
fragile states. FOCUS refers to: Fragility assessment; One vision, one plan; Compact; Use PSGs to
monitor; and lastly Support political dialogue and leadership. In general, by delivering on the FOCUS
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The countries involved in the consultation process included: Burundi, Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic
of Congo, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Southern Sudan, and Timor-Leste (IDPS, 2010)
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pillar, partners of the New Deal are supporting “inclusive country-led and country-owned transitions
out of fragility” (IDPS, 2011).
The last pillar of the New Deal, and the pillar central to this research, is TRUST. The TRUST
principles are informing how the partners in the framework should work in order to build mutual trust.
Compared to the FOCUS principles, the TRUST is primarily targeting the relation between the
international donor community and host governments. The TRUST principles consist of:
Transparency; Risk sharing; Use and strengthen country systems; Strengthen capacities; and Timely
and predictable aid (IDPS, 2011). Donors and host governments are committed to increase the
transparency of aid on an international level by monitoring aid flows through the OECD DAC, and on
a domestic level by strengthening oversight, reporting and planning mechanisms (Ibid). The New Deal
partners acknowledge and accept the risks of engagement and non-engagement in fragile settings, and
commit to manage risks jointly. By channelling a larger amount of aid through host government
systems and provide capacity building support to key systems, such as the Public Financial
Management (PFM), donors are delivering on the third TRUST principle. Donors and host
governments are also committed to allocate more funds to jointly administered pool funds and increase
the capacity development support for civil and state institutions. Lastly, partners agree that funds for
peacebuilding and statebuilding should be more timely and predictable, by publishing three to five year
aid forecasts and using global and country level funds more effectively (IDPS, 2011).
During a meeting in Stockholm 2016, the members of the IDPS recommitted to align assistance
with the New Deal principles in order to help fragile states exit fragility (IDPS, 2016). The main
outcome of the meeting was the adoption of the Stockholm Declaration reconfirming the importance of
implementing the New Deal as a part of achieving the Sustainable Development Goals in states
traditionally falling behind: fragile states. The use of country systems was specifically pointed out as a
central priority to ensure local-ownership and the legitimacy of state authorities (Ibid).

2.3 Somalia
Somalia was declared independent from the British Directorate and Italian colony 1960 (Elmi and
Barise, 2006). Almost a decade after the abolishment of the European colonial powers and after what
came to be referred as the democratic era (1960-1969), Mohamed Siad Barre and his military regime
assumed power in October 1969 following a coup d’etat (Britannica Academic, 2018a; Elmi and
Barise, 2006; Menkhaus, 2006; UCDP, 2018). The first years after claiming power, Somalia saw
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investments in state institutions, efforts to increase the literacy rate and the introduction of Somali as a
written language, all as a part of Barre’s advocated ‘Scientific Socialism’ ideology (Britannica
Academic, 2018a). The prosperous developments where, however, not long-lived and President
Barre’s ruling became more and more repressive17, fostering antagonistic clan dynamics, introducing a
culture of corruption, which eventually led to state failure. In the midst of his term, Barre waged a war
with Ethiopia over the Ogaden area: a war he lost the year after, in 1978 (Britannica Academic, 2018a;
James, 1995; Menkhaus, 2006). As an effect of the failed war, Siad Barre was ousted from power by
the welded clan-based militia groups, whom after unsuccessful individual attempts to take power
joined forces in 1991 succeeded (UCDP, 2018). During this time, the North Western part of the
country declared its independence and became the self-proclaimed Republic of Somaliland18 closely
followed by the self-proclaimed independence of the autonomous Puntland State of Somalia19 in 1998
(Britannica Academic, 2018a). With a highly fractioned opposition and no central authority, the
political vacuum after the fall of the Barre regime soon escalated to a clan-based military struggle for
political power (Ibid). The overthrow of President Barre in 1991 became the starting point of what
came to be a protracted civil war, stretching over two and a half decade, leaving the state in an
economic, political and social crisis. The war, which is still on going, has left over 40,00020 people
dead and has contributed21 to the internal displacement of 2.1 million people and 870,000 refugees in
the region (UNHCR, 2018).

17

The repression of the Siad Barre regime was directed at clans other than his clan: the Marehan clan (UCDP, 2018).
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The Republic of Somaliland has not gained international recognition and has therefore the international status of an
autonomous state of the FRoS (Britannica Academic, 2018b).
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Compared to Somaliland, Puntland did not declare full independence from Somalia as the region demanded autonomous
governance with an option to reunite with Somalia as a Federal State (Britannica Academic, 2018a).
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Th figure 43,428 is obtained from the Uppsala Conflict Database Program (UCDP) and represents the number of people
dead between 1989-present. The number hence include 3,761 people killed two years leading up to the generally known
start of the civil war in 1991 (UCDP, 2018).
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The figures represent the total number of refugees and IDPs as reported by UNHCR in January 2018. These figures
include people being displaced due to different reasons, including conflict, drought, famine etc. Hence, these figures should
not be seen as the absolute number of people directly affected by conflict.
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2.3.1 The Political and Economic context
The current political landscape of Somalia took form in the early 2000’s. After the long period of
political absenteeism, the peace conference in Arta, Djibouti 2000 first introduced a political
representation model based on clan demographics. The power-sharing arrangement and a federal
structure, compared to a unified structure suggested by the Arta conference, were solidified in the
succeeding Mbagathi accord and Transitional Federal Charter in 2004 (Interpeace 2009; Saalax and
Xildhiban, 2010). The highly contested so-called “4.5 formula” provides equal representation of the 4
major clans22 whereas minority clans are provided half of this representation. Clans with stronghold in
Puntland and Somaliland expressed their unwillingness to support the formula as their clans enjoyed
little representation with the new power-sharing arrangement (Saalax and Xildhiban, 2010).
Furthermore, the ‘4.5 formula’ has received critique due to its inability to engage civil society and
women in a formalized way and for not being flexible to emerging demographic and political dynamics
(Interpeace, 2009: 42, 67). According to Parke et al., the primary barrier to women’s political
participation in the Somali Region is “the politicisation of clan identity (clannism)” (2017: 3). Due to
women’s often dual clan affiliation23, women are perceived as unreliable political representatives and
they face cultural stigma when entering into leadership positions (Ibid).
A Transitional Federal Government (TFG) was inaugurated in 2004 with the mandate to govern
the country until a democratically elected Federal Government could take over. During the TFG rule,
no major progress was made in terms of building administrative capacity and the parliament
experienced difficulties in delivering on their mandate (Menkhaus, 2014b: 163). When the posttransitional government was inaugurated following the election in 2012, the challenges were plenty.
The new FGoS, with President Hassan Sheikh Mohamed in the lead was bringing hope to the Somali
citizens of a functional state (Ibid). The international community recognized the new Somali state and
committed its assistance through the New Deal Compact. Despite the good prospects, the FGoS has
faced sever challenges. Internal fractions in the government have caused political instability, the
Somali National Army (SNA) has aggravated the security situation in the country and large corruption
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The four majority clans are: Hawaiye, Darod, Dir, Digil-Mirifle (Interpeace, 2009: 44).
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In the Somali Region it is common with inter-clan marriages. Women hence are affiliated with her father’s and her
husband’s clan (Parke et al., 2017).
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scandals filled the newspapers (Ibid). The political reformation to a federal structure hence was
postponed and the formation of the 6 Federal Member States (FMS) was finalised in 201624.

2.3.2 The Humanitarian and Development context
As the country is exposed to a wide range of challenges, Somalia remains among the most
humanitarian crisis prone states in the world (Menkhaus, 2010b). The first humanitarian organisations
provided aid to drought related victims as well as to refugees affected by the Ogaden conflict (Ibid:
322). The assistance provided by the United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR) and INGOs soon
became politicised as the Siyad Barre government gained more and more control of incoming aid. In
order to make a profit on the increased flow of money to the country, the government allegedly
tampered with the statistics to receive a disproportionate amount of aid to the actual number of people
in need (Ibid). As the civil war broke out in 1991, humanitarian needs mounted. Still, the government
forces controlled the aid distributed to displaced civilians suffering from famine, making the crisis a
‘complex political emergency’ and hence a difficult test for the humanitarian community (Ibid).
Since the initial disbursement of international assistance to the country, Somalia has received
almost 20 billion USD25 in Net ODA and official aid primarily as a response to the cyclical droughts
and protracted conflict (WB, 2018). After the establishment of the FGoS in 2012, the humanitarian
situation in the country has improved, however only marginally. Despite a more functional and stable
government, challenges related to natural disasters remains. Two consecutive seasons of limited rain
has led to the death of livestock, spread of, primarily, waterborne diseases and fatal famine. According
to a recent report from UN OCHA, poor rainfall is perpetuating drought in the country leaving 5.4
million people in need of humanitarian assistance (UN OCHA, 2018a).

2.3.3 The case of Galkacyo
The city of Galkacyo has a turbulent recent history of clan clashes and struggles for political power.
Located at the border of the two administrative regions of Puntland and Galmudug, the city is
predominantly inhabited by the Darood clan in the north and Hawiye clan in the south. Before the
Italian colonial powers left the region, they drew up the so-called Tomaselli line in attempts to
24

FMS are: Galmudug, Hirshabelle, Jubaland, Puntland, Somaliland and South West State (see map in Annex 1).
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The figure 19,614,730,000 USD is a summary of the annual aid provided to Somalia between 1960-2016 as reported by
the World Bank (2018).
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decrease tensions. During the democratic era and the national efforts to Somali unity, the conflict
between the two clans calmed, although only temporarily before the prelude and eventual outbreak of
the civil war. Atrocities conducted during the civil war were largely left unaddressed and is still
perpetuating the conflict. Recent outbursts in the conflict stem from disputes over land rights,
construction and utility of infrastructure and establishment of market places in contested areas of the
city. Only after a second ceasefire agreement, leaders of both sides agreed on a 2km wide buffer zone
between the two communities and to establish a Joint Ceasefire Committee (JCC). The conflict in
Galkacyo is representative of other border disputes in the country, such as the contested districts of
Sool and Sanaag between Somaliland and Puntland in the north and Lower Shabelle between South
West State and Benadir Regional Administration in the south (Interpeace, 2017a).
According to Interpeace, the conflict in Galkacyo partly feeds on unaddressed historical
grievances; imbalanced and biased international commitments; federalism and the emerging FMS, and
antagonizing media (Interpeace, 2017a). Crimes committed by both sides since the 1940’s, such as
inter-clan killings and political oppression, created deep trauma and mistrust among the clan members,
affecting their perception and motivation for reconciliation still today (Ibid: 9). One of the clans
perceives that aid intended to support the peace process has favoured the other side and undermined the
economic development of their own community. At the same time, the community accused of
receiving more international assistance, is placing blame on the other side for putting up roadblocks
affecting transportation of good and trade. In Galkacyo, the introduction of the new political system
added another layer to the conflict between the divided communities. For example, the two State
Constitutions are perceived to overlap in terms of territorial boundaries and to fall short in terms of
state jurisdiction26. Media is perceived to fuel the conflict by amplifying the divide between the two
communities. Owned or controlled by the State or influential clan members, the different media outlets
are platforms through which biased and antagonizing messages can be spread (Ibid).
According to Interpeace (2017a), a number of actors are perceived to contribute to and
undermine stability (see Figure 1). The actors placed in the middle, between the resilience and
aggravating actors, are perceived as having both positive and negative effects on the conflict. The
FGoS, for instance, is an important actor in bringing the two communities together through mediation
26

The Constitution of Puntland and the Constitution of Galmudug State both claim to cover and control the geographical
area of Mudug. Also, both constitutions fail to outline their respective jurisdiction in a clear way, which leads to
disagreements between the authorities and the citizens (Interpeace, 2017a).
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and facilitation of dialogue, but at the same time undermines stability as it represents the issue of
federalism (Ibid: 25-29). Similarly, the international community is positioned in the middle.
Humanitarian and development organisations are supporting communities to become more resilient
and at the same time contribute to the conflict by favouring one community over the other (Ibid: 2528).

Figure 1 Map of actors contributing to and undermining the peacebuilding process in Galkacyo (Interpeace, 2017a)

The protracted conflict in Galkacyo is complex and deeply rooted, but not a lost case. In section 4.4.1,
the research provides an overview of how conflict drivers are entry points for peacebuilding.

2.4 Conclusion
As made evident in this section, Somalia represents a country with numerous challenges but also
sources of resilience. Subjected to the implementation of several ambitious foreign policies, the
country and its donors have invested in stability and development under different frames of references
during a long period of time. With a disputed historical success rate, the country adopted the New Deal
philosophy in 2012 in hope of awaited stability (Menkhaus, 2014b: 169). Whether the New Deal will
generate anticipated results remains a question for future evaluations. With the help of established
theories in the field, this research sets out to analyse the implementation of donor-funded engagements
in the Somali Region under the New Deal. The following section provides a theoretical framework,
within which this research is positioned.
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3 Theory
A brief introduction is followed by a comprehensive theoretical exposition of peace, state and trust
building respectively. Each of these sub-sections includes a review of the literature related to the
concept. The theoretical framework underline the key theories selected for this research that will guide
the discussion of the empirical findings and inform the concluding chapter of the thesis.

3.1 Introduction
The concepts of peacebuilding and statebuilding are widely used in contemporary international
development cooperation in fragile states (Eriksen, 2017; Wallensteen, 2015) and central to this
research. Despite the relatively small body of research on trust and the building in fragile states and the
Somali Region in particular, the research recognises the role of trust in sustaining stability and
functional state-society relations (Nye, 1997). As this section will reflect, peace, state and trust
building theory share several elements and areas of engagements.

3.2 Peacebuilding theory
Despite the long history of peace research, a universal definition of the concept ‘peace’ and a common
understanding of its characteristics are absent. One of the forerunners in peace research, Galtung
(1969), chooses to differentiate between two kinds of peace: ‘negative’ and ‘positive’ peace. The
former refers to the absence of violence whereas the latter concerns peace as the absence of social
injustice (Ibid: 183). These concepts derive from Galtung’s research on violence and are extensions of
conflict theory, as the conceptualisation revolves around peace’s relationship to war and violence.
According to Galtung (Ibid) violence can be either direct or indirect acts that effectively
deteriorate a person’s actual condition or contribute to a widening of the gap between the actual and
the potential. The most prominent stratification of violence, that also lays the ground for negative and
positive peace is the personal and the structural distinction. The former refers to various forms of
physical and physiological violence, and the latter concerns institutionalized violence caused by a
wider structure rather than a subject, or person. Whereas personal and direct violence are visible and
tangible, structural and indirect violence are more intricately embroidered in the societal structure
(Galtung, 1969, pp. 170-171).
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Realist thinkers, such as Kenneth Waltz, identify with the negative peace conceptualisation and
argue that peace is dichotomous to war. With other words, peace is the absence of war (Ish-Shalom,
2013: 49). In response to the realist reasoning, liberal ideologists relate peace to a “resultant framework
provided by democracy, the rule of law, human rights, free trade and development.” (Richmond and
Franks, 2009: 5). The liberal peace discourse involves four main branches: victor’s peace, the
institutional peace, the constitutional peace and civil peace (Ibid). The final branch, civil peace, is
anchored in the civil society movement defending human rights and demanding social justice arguably
aligns with Galtung’s (1969) conception of ‘positive peace’.
Peacebuilding, as different from peace, is a relatively young concept in peace research first
discussed by Galtung in 1976 during the Cold-War era (Wallensteen, 2015: 10-11). The scholar first
mentioned the concept in relation to peacekeeping and peacemaking and referred to is as “[…] an
associative structure of self-supporting conflict resolution building on specific peace-enhancing
principles such as equity and symbiosis” (Galtung as referred to in Wallensteen, 2015: 10). The UN
started to incorporate peacebuilding to a greater extent only after the Cold-War, and especially in 1992
after Boutros Boutros-Ghali’s ‘An Agenda for Peace’ was published. In the publication, Boutros
Boutros-Ghali defined peacebuilding as “ […] action to identify and support structures which will tend
to strengthen and solidify peace in order to avoid a relapse into conflict” (UNSG, 1992; Wallensteen,
2015: 11). Inherent in Boutros Boutros-Ghali’s definition is the reference to structures conducive for
peace, which arguably referred to the liberal ideology (Richmond and Franks, 2009: 6).
‘Quality peace’ according to Wallensteen is defined as “postwar conditions that make the
inhabitants of a society (be it an area, a country, a region, a continent, or a planet) secure in life and
dignity now and for the foreseeable future” (Wallensteen, 2015: 205), and is based on three elements:
dignity, security and predictability.
The first element required for quality peace is dignity. Peacebuilding efforts often remain
unsuccessful due to the inability to maintain a stable society, where the winner(s) and looser(s) of the
war resort to conflict and treat its former enemy with dishonour and inequality. Dignity, to treat the
‘enemy’ with equity and respect, is central in building quality peace and a common issue for the
process of victory consolidation. As quality peace is a relational concept it predominantly refers to the
relation between the belligerents but also to direct supporters and people with shared ideology and
identity. Hence, dignity should be ensured for all people in a post-conflict society regardless of loyalty,
belief, race or sex (Wallensteen, 2015: 4, 17).
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The second key element of quality peace concern security. After conflict or war, the society is
highly vulnerable for the recurrence of violence. To mitigate this, the ruling power may need to take
measures in form of security guarantees, receiving international peacekeeping assistance or tailoring
security forces to provide security for all. The quality peace approach recognizes the inequity between
women and men in post-conflict societies and hence emphasizes the importance of working with
‘security for all’ by responding to different security needs (Wallensteen, 2015: 5).
The third and last element of Wallensteen’s (2015) quality peace approach is predictability. To
ensure that peace is sustainable over time, it is necessary to build bridges as well as economic and
political cooperation beyond the warring party lines, belligerent groups or regional actors. The stability
created from established ties tends to strengthen the peace and make a potential relapse of the conflict
or war less likely (Wallensteen, 2015: 5-6).
In general, peacebuilding according to Wallensteen (2015) concerns engagements after a peace
agreement has been established. The contemporary peacebuilding literature is relatively homogenous
when it comes to structures conducive for sustainable peace: democratic institutions, but differs in
terms of sequencing. Some scholars argue that strengthening of local capacities can be more effective
than early democratisation, as semi-democracies are more likely to relapse into conflict27 (Hegre et al.,
2001; Wallensteen, 2015: 74-75), whereas other scholars, including Wallensteen, argue, “Early
construction of democratic institutions and procedures should be preferable” (2015: 94). He also argues
that democracy is the most durable solution to peace as it brings dignity to the wider society (Ibid: 9394). Implicit in this approach to peacebuilding is the pillar of trust building. Citizens that feel excluded
from control, representation or political power are less likely to trust their state institutions (Ibid: 26).
Democracy in a post civil-war society can hence bring about institutionalized dignity, state-society
trust, increased security and stable and predictable conditions for peace.
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Wallensteen refers to a research by Heagre et al. stating “semidemocracies are associated with more civil wars than
either authoritarian or fully democratic societies” (Wallensteen, 2015: 74). According to Hegre et al., semi-democracies
adopts characteristics from both democracies and autocracies, the society is partly open and partly repressive and the
society face an increased risk of civil war as, in general, they are juvenile in their political development (2001).
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3.3 Statebuilding theory
“Before you can have democracy or economic development, you have to have a state”28
The meaning of the term ‘state’ and its functions has evolved over time, starting in sixteenth-century
Italy. Power and use of force have strongly been associated with the raison d'être of the state
throughout its early conceptualization, as these elements are central in the works of Thomas Hobbes,
Niccolò Machiavelli, and later also of Max Weber (Ghani and Lockhart, 2008: 116). The Weberian
definition of the state is heavily influenced by the concept of enforcement, as he defines the state as “a
human community that (successfully) claims the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force
within a given territory.” (Weber referred to in Fukuyama, 2004: 21, emphasis in original). While
acknowledging the importance of legitimate use of force, Ghani and Lockhart (2008: 7) argue that the
use of force has reached a saturation point and states now need to perform on economic, social and
politically parameters to enjoy state legitimacy.
Statebuilding as a concept was rejuvenated and integrated in the UN approach to peace and
development in the early 2000’s, after the terrorist attacks targeting the USA in 2001 (Fukuyama,
2004). The new, more ‘liberal peacebuilding agenda’, focused on rebuilding state capacities and
institutions in line with Western norms (Richmond and Franks, 2009: 9; Roberts, 2008; Ylönen, 2013:
15). A functional state and state institutions were increasingly recognized as imperative for sustainable
peace, for preventing war to occur or reoccur (Fukuyama, 2004; Paris and Sisk, 2007). No common
definition of the term exists and scholars choose to refer to statebuilding differently. According to
Fukuyama, statebuilding concerns the “creation of a government that has a monopoly of legitimate
power and that is capable of enforcing rules throughout the state’s territory” (2005: 87). Other scholars
refer to statebuilding as “the creation of appropriate systems of governance within a particular society”
(Ghani and Lockhart, 2008: ix), “the construction of legitimate, effective governmental institutions”
(Paris and Sisk, 2007: 1) and “the strengthening of state capacity through external intervention”
(Bliesemann de Guevara, 2008: 348). Although the definitions share certain similarities, the latter
refers more to the development of state capacity and includes the involvement of external actors as
central to the concept of statebuilding.
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The quote is taken from Fukuyama’s article ‘“Stateness” First’ where he discusses the differences between state-building
and democracy formation and the imperative role of the state in ‘building democracy after conflict’ (Fukuyama, 2005: 84).
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Historically, external statebuilding missions have encountered challenges in implementation
leading to limited success. Afghanistan, for instance, received a considerable amount of statebuilding
assistance during the Cold war. When the aid flows later shifted to support the warring factions in the
country, the state experienced a devastating civil war, leading to a termination of foreign aid and
subsequently state collapse (Rubin, 2006: 178). Another state that generated limited results despite
receiving a considerable amount of external statebuilding assistance is East Timor. The UN mission to
East Timor has received criticism due to its top-down approach and insufficient participation of the
local population leading to deficient legitimacy (Goldfinch and DeRouen, 2014).
The evident failures in regards to the rebuilding of legitimate states after conflict show the
difficulties inherent in statebuilding operations. External statebuilding initiatives tend to be inefficient
and undermine local capacities, perpetuate dependency and produce a state with limited locally
anchored legitimacy (Eriksen, 2017; Ghani and Lockhart, 2008; Fukuyama, 2005: 85). Without a
universal step-by-step approach and context independent methods, the international community
continuously fail to deliver on important yet rather unrealistic expectations (Paris and Sisk, 2007: 1).
Despite the several shortcomings and difficulties inherent in external statebuilding assistance, it
remains one of the core elements in bringing states out of fragility (Richmond, 2013: 379). By
respecting the norm of local ownership, external actors can support the creation of sustainable and
legitimate local institutions that are independent from foreign temporal sovereignty (Fukuyama, 2005).
Eriksen (2017) make the distinction between state formation and statebuilding. State formation
refers to the development of a state independent from policy and intentional agenda. Statebuilding, on
the other hand, resembles a policy programme where state institutions are built based on a set
intentional policy primarily drafted by external stakeholders (Ibid 772). This approach to statebuilding
aligns with the institutionalist reasoning of the state, where the goal is to strengthen the institutional
capacity of the state in order for it to functionally ensure security and stimulate development for its
citizens (Ibid; Ghani and Lockhart, 2008: 165). Building on the institutionalist view, Eriksen (2017)
argues that effective states can only be built with effective institutions that are able to produce state
effects29 and with a state that promotes a notion of state-centeredness. In other words, the link and
contact between the state and its citizens is imperative wherein the state plays an important role in
29

In his article, Eriksen (2017) refer to what Michel-Rolph Trouillot’s defines as the four central ‘State effects’ that an
effective state should be capacitated to produce: 1) an isolation effect, 2) an identification effect, 3) a legibility effect and 4)
a spatialisation effect (Eriksen, 2017: 776).
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people’s everyday life. Increasing the interaction between the state and its citizens does not effectively
lessen the importance of a strong state as separated from the private domain in terms of fair and
equitable distribution of state resources, i.a. absence of corruption, and the recruitment of state officials
based on merit, i.a. absence of nepotism (Eriksen, 2017: 775). According to Eriksen (2017), donors
have failed to see satisfactorily returns on their statebuilding investments due to the negligence of
promoting state-centred societies in addition to the creation of effective institutions.
Following the dual approach to effective statebuilding as proposed by Eriksen (2017), and
inspired by Mann (1993), external actors are encouraged to focus equal attention to institutional
strengthening and to factors conducive for the creation of state-centeredness and so called
‘infrastructural power’30. Infrastructural power concerns the state’s penetrating influence of society
through the power of state institutions. Societies with high level of infrastructural power tend to
experience an increased level of state-centeredness as the state is able to carry out its functions
effectively at all levels of society and the civil society have an increased level of influence of state
matters (Eriksen, 2017; Mann, 1993: 59).
Another factor that is commonly emphasized as central to a functional and effective state is
legitimacy. Whereas Fukuyama (2005) stresses the importance of “the monopoly of legitimate power”
(2005: 87), Krasner and Risse (2014: 547) emphasize the need for empirical legitimacy based on the
outputs generated from external, national and local actors in the eyes of the end beneficiary, or the
citizens, and the host government. Aside from the tangible provision of services, empirical legitimacy
also depends on the compliance of norms promoted by the external actors with the domestic norms of
the recipient state and its citizens (Ibid: 555-556).
In line with Krasner and Risse (2014) and building on Galtung’s theory of ‘positive peace’
(1969), Roberts (2008) proposes an approach to statebuilding building on social justice and state
legitimacy. According to Roberts (2008: 539), if citizens view their government as illegitimate, the
state is less likely to enjoy external validation and conformity with global governance regimes. To
prevent this, legitimacy can emerge from a satisfactory distribution of essential service provision, e.g.
in terms of welfare that also tend to have a positive effect on trust. States requiring statebuilding efforts
are usually experiencing civil mistrust and tampered state institutions favouring state officials and the
elite over the ordinary citizen (Ibid). Hence, the capability to manage an equitable resource allocation
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The concept of ’infrastructural power’ derives from Michael Mann’s analysis of historical power (Mann, 1993).
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of public goods and services contribute to the improvement of performance legitimacy and also
increased trust. Trust between the government and their citizens, and trust between donors and host
governments, is important in terms of the level of sustainability peace and statebuilding generate
(Barbalet, 2009; Eccles, 2015; Roberts, 2008). Trust and trust building will be discussed in the
subsequent section.

3.4 Trust building theory
The concept of trust is widely used across different research disciplines, primarily in Management and
Organizational Studies (Child, 2001; Bachmann and Inkpen, 2011; Bakay, 2015; Jarvenpaa, Knoll and
Leidner, 1998; Sobel, 2002) but also in Health Science (Hall et al., 2002), and in general
conversational language. Despite, or thanks to, the extensive utility of the word, no universal definition
of exists. Typing trust in the Oxford Dictionary (2018) generates five different meanings of the noun,
and an additional two definitions of the verb. The first definition reads, “Firm belief in the reliability,
truth, or ability of someone or something” followed by “Acceptance of the truth of a statement without
evidence or investigation” (Oxford Dictionary, 2018). In line with these rather simple definitions,
scholars in trust research identify certain elements or characteristics of situations where trust is present.
Among these elements are: absence of evidence and pertinent knowledge, risk of betrayal (Giddens,
1990), dependency on others to achieve an outcome not achievable without the presence of trust
(Barbalet, 2009). Similarly, other scholars argue that trust contains two primary elements, namely
reliance (Giffin, 1967; Rotter, 1980) and risk (Currall and Inkpen, 2006; Mayer, Davis and Schoorman,
1995). A definition covering a majority of the elements is provided by Currall and Inkpen and the
definition reads: “[trust is] the decision to rely on another party (i.e. person, group, or organization)
under a condition of risk” (2006: 236). With other words, the decision to trust another person or
persons to provide you with a service or assist in achieving an outcome is taken without a guarantee of
a successful result. The leverage person A has over person B is limited as person B may betray person
A or not deliver on the promise or task assigned (Bachmann and Inkpen, 2011: 284).
From the economic discipline, trusting a partner may enable a deal or transaction not otherwise
possible due to the high level of risk of fraud or similar (Child, 2001: 275). The risks involved in the
establishment of a partnership with a previously unknown actor rest on the uncertainty of
unforeseeable events that might occur and how the other actor may respond these in the future (Ibid).
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Some scholars are researching trust in relation to organization (Barbalet, 2009). Organization
may reduce the uncertainty and dependency on trust by establishing a structure built on regularity and
pre-determined transparent processes. Even though organization may decrease the reliance on trust,
external factors affecting the context in which the organization operates may change and hence
eliminate the option of a structured approach to achieve a specific outcome. In this situation, people
involved might need to trust another person in order to achieve the desired outcome (Barbalet, 2009:
367).
As the utility of trust is established, the next step is to outline the levels on which trust is built
and sustained. The primary levels are the interpersonal and the inter-organizational level (Barbalet,
2009; Currall and Inkpen, 2006; Zaheer, McEvily and Perrone, 1998). The former, interpersonal trust,
refers to the individual-based trust created between two or a few number of people whereas the latter,
interorganizational trust, as the name reflects, concerns the trust established between organizations
and/or structures in the society. It is debated whether trust is capable of travelling across these two
levels.
Trust, according to Barbalet (2009), is non-transitive and cannot be transferred through
extended relationships. The reasoning behind this argument lays in the fact that emotions constitute an
important element of the concept and emotions can never generate transitivity (Barbalet, 2009: 378).
Emotions emerge from each individual person or subject and are context specific. Relationships
involving a certain degree of trust rely on the subject’s and the object’s expressed need, capacity and
level of risk acceptance, which can resemble the process of double non-deliberative appraisal31 (Ibid).
Other scholars challenge the argument of trust as being non-transitive, although at the vertical
axis32, and argue the opposite: that trust established at one level, e.g. interpersonal, can impact the level
of trust at another level, e.g. intergroup or inter-organizational (Currall and Inkpen, 2006: 240; Zaheer,
McEvily and Perrone, 1998). Trust is argued to ‘travel’ across levels as an organizational contextual
factor, a phenomenon Currall and Inkpen choose to call “the co-evolution of trust across levels” (2006:
240). Zaheer, McEvily and Perrone (1998) reached a similar conclusion by analysing the relationship
31

The process of non-deliberative appraisal, or double hermeneutic, refers to a twofold assessment where “[an] appraisal of
the object of the emotion, what it means to the emoting subject; and also, appraisal of the subject’s own needs, capacities
and possible action strategies or responses in relation to the object” (Barbalet, 2009: 378).
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The vertical axis of transitivity refers to the different levels of trust starting from interpersonal trust between individuals
to inter-organizational trust between organizations or larger entities. Conversely, the horizontal concerns the transitivity of
trust within a specific level, e.g. interpersonal or inter-organizational.
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between interpersonal and interorganizational trust and its impacts on performance. Even though
interorganizational trust is argued to yield a higher impact on performance, interpersonal trust tend to
affect the level of interorganizational trust between entities, hence solely affecting performance
indirectly.
Research on trust in terms of the state-society relationship confirm the importance of trusting
relation between the governing and governed in order to uphold a democratic society. Nye (1997)
stresses the importance of trust and ‘institutional confidence’ in a democratic society, where citizens
contribute to the state apparatus in form of paying taxes and engaging in politics. Without nutrition, the
system would collapse. Without citizens trusting their state, the state would perform worse, create
more mistrust and potentially challenge the democratic model of governance (Nye, 1997: 4).
Performance and legitimacy are two factors arguably affecting the level of trust in government
(Barbalet, 2009: 370; Nye, 1997). Citizens paying taxes to the government are expecting a certain yield
in terms of social security and public investments in, for instance, education, health care and
infrastructure. Depending on how the government is performing in terms of public investments,
economic growth or other political commitments, the citizens will either trust or mistrust the
government. Legitimacy, as discussed in the previous section, refers to the “belief that the government
has the right to do something” (Barbalet, 2009: 370). Hence a stronger belief that the government is
legitimate and meets the citizens’ expectations in terms of performance, the higher level of trust (Ibid).
In line with Barbalet (2009), Eccles (2015) argues that the performance of government and
public institutions have an impact on the level of trust citizens have for the state. If the state is able to
“bring about economic growth, create jobs, provide access to education, and deliver services in an easy
and transparent manner”, the citizens are more likely to trust the system (Eccles, 2015: 18). Even
though performance is claimed to be key in restoring trust, developed industrial democracies have seen
a decrease in the level of trust since the mid-1960’s. The decrease in trust despite economic growth and
advancements in public services demonstrate that performance cannot be the single factor affecting
trust in government. External factors affecting the wider democratic community, i.a. globalisation and
‘social modernization’ have had effects on the state–citizen relationship, where the citizen is more
aware of its rights and demand (Ibid).
Building trust, according to Currall and Inkpen (2006: 239) takes time and tends to evolve bit
by bit. When a certain level of trust is established it tends to remain relatively stable, unless one party
violates the trust. As trust is partly based on uncertainty, risk and lack of pertinent information,
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rebuilding trust that has been violated tends to be challenging. It is challenging due to the fact that the
party whose trust was violated has recent experience of betrayal, acquired more information regarding
the other party, although not pertinent, and as an effect experiences a reduced level of uncertainty.
However, as dependency also is a central element of trust, rebuilding trust remains a possibility as one
or both parties depends on the other party in order to achieve a specific outcome otherwise not
achievable (Ibid).

3.5 Theoretical framework
Based on the theoretical review above, a common pattern is identifiable and will form the basis of the
analysis of the New Deal TRUST principles in Somalia. For peace, state and trust building to be
sustainable, the state and its citizens ought to be the central actors (Barbalet, 2009; Eccles, 2015;
Eriksen, 2017; Wallensteen, 2015). Even though sovereign states are the primary provider for peace,
security and development, international actors have played a significant role in the reconstruction of
states emerging from conflict. Given the focus of this research, to analyse donor-funded engagements
in Somalia under the New Deal, the theoretical framework will focus on how international actors can
support or undermine Somalia’s development to stability.
International actors can play a significant role when it comes to sustaining quality peace.
Providing security for vulnerable populations through peacekeeping missions, contributing to dignity
for all if the civil war attracted sufficient international attraction33 and support socio-economic and
political cooperation beyond the warring divide (Wallensteen, 2015) are examples of areas of large
international interaction. According to Wallensteen, quality peace could be realized in practice if
prominent international stakeholders, such as the UN and the EU, cooperated more closely. The EU
has a strong profile in promoting democratic values and human rights, economic cooperation and longterm commitments. The UN, on the other hand, was formed on the basis of collective security, and
evolved to become a strong international body responding to conflict and war. Hence, the elements of
quality peace: dignity, security and predictability could theoretically be realized in a state emerging
from war based on international engagement (Ibid).
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According to Wallensteen, wars that have drawn international attention, i.a. civil war in Liberia and the genocides in
Rwanda and Sudan, have seen a respectful treatment of victims and loosers. Charles Taylor from Liberia, Omar Hassan alBashir form Sudan and war criminals from Rwanda have been tested in international courts to bring justice and
reconciliatory processes for victims have contributed to a higher level of dignity (Wallensteen, 2015: 79-80).
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Evidently, statebuilding has been carefully researched throughout history, which has generated
a number of sophisticated theories and approaches (Ghani and Lockhart, 2008). The current research
acknowledges the challenges faced by external statebuilding actors but also the important contributions
that can be made. International actors have, according to Eriksen (2017), focused too much on
institutional strengthening and not enough on transforming the state-society relationship. If donors and
INGOs were to support the creation of state-centred societies and institutions capable of producing
state-effects, statebuilding efforts would be more successful. With state-effects, the research is
referring to the way citizens are treated as individuals in a wider homogenous society with a common
frame of reference and boundaries34. Based on Eriksen’s (2017) theory, in order for international actors
to contribute to successful statebuilding in fragile states, they need to, on the one hand, strengthen the
authority of the state and its independence from interests in society. In practice, this can be done by
limiting corruption and nepotism. On the other hand, international actors should support a greater
interaction between the state and society. This can be achieved by i.a. supporting civic engagement,
principles of accountability and transparency, revenue collection and service provision. By supporting
these functions and principles, the international community can contribute to a stronger infrastructural
power, state-centeredness and equip state institutions to generate state-effects (Eriksen, 2017).
Lastly, trust is an inherently difficult phenomenon to create, however efforts can be made to
improve the conditions conducive for trust to be established. Donors and international organisations
may support the host government in their own work to strengthen legitimacy, performance and
transparency, three factors argued to influence the level of trust between the state and its citizens
(Barbalet, 2009; Eccles, 2015). Legitimacy is closely linked to citizens’ perception of whether the state
has a right to exert power with a certain level of authority. In practice, the international community
should not undermine the sovereignty of the state by constructing parallel systems but neither
contributes to the strengthening of a government that is perceived illegitimate by its citizens.
Performance, the other factor that theoretically has an impact on state-society trust, can arguably be
improved through international support. Based on theory (Eccles, 2015; Barbalet, 2009), the research
claim that international actors strengthen the host government’s capacity to generate economic growth,
social welfare and efficient service provision. Lastly, Eccles (2015: 20) argues that an increased level
of transparency improves citizens’ trust in government as the ability to scrutinize how decisions are
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These state effects are based on what Eriksen (2017: 776) refers to as isolation, identification, legibility and spatialisation
effects.
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being made and implemented is improved. International actors may contribute to trust building by
promoting disclosure of official information on the spending of foreign and domestic resources as well
as facilitate civic engagements and public outreach and awareness activities. Although these three
factors: legitimacy, performance and transparency are not enough to ensure increased trust in
government, the research find theoretical grounds for claiming its potential positive contribution.

3.6 Conclusion
The New Deal is one policy among plenty that seeks to equip fragile states to exit fragility. The body
of research on peace, state and trust building evidently reflects the challenges and opportunities
associated with international partnerships for stability and development. The implementation of the
New Deal TRUST principles and donor-funded peacebuilding projects will be analysed through the
lens of the theoretical and framework presented above. The empirical findings are analysed in terms of
international actors’ positive or negative contribution to: strengthening the key elements of quality
peace - security, dignity and predictability; a Somali state that is able to promote a sense of statecenteredness and produce state-effects and infrastructural power; and a Somali state that is legitimate
in the eyes of its citizens and that have the capacity to provide services and pay salaries to civil
servants. The next chapter outlines the empirical findings of the research.
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4 Empirical findings
In this chapter, the empirical findings generated by the qualitative content analysis and the key
informant interviews are presented. The empirics relate primarily to the implementation of the New
Deal TRUST principles at a national level and the peacebuilding programme in Galkacyo at a local
level in the Somali Region. The last section of this chapter concludes the general findings of the
research and highlights significant discoveries. Before going into each respective TRUST principle in
section 4.2, the introduction will present a brief overview of empirics related to the broader policy
context of the New Deal.

4.1 Introduction
Seven years has passed since the 4th High-Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness in Busan, Korea. The
trial period of the New Deal expired and the Stockholm Declaration subsequently reaffirmed the
importance to pursue the New Deal in fragile states beyond 2015 (Hearn, 2016). According to
Interviewee I, the New Deal framework differs from other global initiatives in the way it involves
“[…] civil society in a formalized way”. On these grounds, the informant argues that the New Deal is
unique, as no other framework has considered the participation of the civil society in countries where
similar frameworks have been implemented (Interviewee I, 2017). Informant C also believes that the
New Deal has generated positive change. After the introduction of the New Deal and the Somali
Compact 2014-2016 there is a visible change in how stakeholders are working together on
development (Interviewee C, 2017). Before, stakeholders i.a. donors, implementing organisations and
the FGoS worked more in isolation with little communication and trust in each other. Historically, this
has generated little impact as the different engagements were fragmented and did not work within the
same frame of reference. Now, several platforms for discussion and exchange of ideas are emerging.
Working groups and High-Level Political Forums set wider engagement guidelines on planning,
monitoring and decision-making, which contribute to a sense of accountability that arguably did not
exist earlier (Ibid).
The New Deal is, however, not the first of its kind. International frameworks and agreements of
engagements in fragile states and aid effectiveness are ambitiously abundant. The New Deal is based
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on a number of initiatives35, including the more recognized Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness
(2005), the Principles for Good International Engagement in Fragile States and Situations (2007), and
the Accra Agenda for Action (2008) (IDPS, 2011).
The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness principles resemble the five TRUST principles. The
‘Use and strengthen country systems’ is primarily included under the Alignment principle as it entails
that donors in the first hand should use the national fiduciary and procurement structures as well as
implement projects through national structures rather than creating parallel structures (Ibid). One
aspect that is not reflected in the Paris Declaration is the management and sharing of risks. The
recognition of risks are, although, included to a greater extent in the ‘Principles for Good International
Engagement in Fragile States and Situations’, which was drawn up as a complement to the Paris
Declaration specifically for initiatives in fragile settings.
The complementary principles constitute ten principles categorised under three types of
principles: the basics36, the role of state-building and peacebuilding37 and lastly the practicalities38
(OECD, 2007). These principles were tested in Somalia before the publication of the final framework
(OECD, 2010).

4.2 The operationalization of the TRUST principles in Somalia
This section provides an outline of the realisation and implementation of the TRUST principles:
Transparency, Risk sharing, Use and strengthen country systems, Strengthening capacities and Timely
and Predictable aid. The structure will follow the sequence in which the principles are presented,
starting with ‘Transparency’.
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In addition to the three initiative listed in the text, the New Deal is based on the Kinshasa Statement (2008), the Dili
Declaration and consecutive g7+ Statements (2010-2011), and the Monrovia Roadmap (2011). A number of conferences
and meetings have helped in terms of forming consensus around the New Deal, including The Cairo Conference on
Capacity Development (February 2011), the Addis Ababa Meeting on Peacebuilding and Statebuilding (September 2011),
and the g7+ Juba Ministerial Retreat (October 2011) (IDPS, 2011).
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The basics includes: i) Take context as the starting point, and ii) Do no harm (OECD, 2007).
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The second set of principles includes: iii) Focus on state-building as the central objective, iv) Prioritise prevention, v)
Recognise the links between political, security and development objectives, and vi) Promote non-discrimination as a basis
for inclusive and stable societies (OECD, 2007).
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The last four principles are: vii) Align with local priorities in different ways in different contexts, viii) Agree on practical
coordination mechanisms between international actors, ix) Act fast … but stay engaged long enough to give success a
chance, and x) Avoid pockets of exclusion (OECD, 2007).
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4.2.1 Transparency
Since the adoption of the Somali Compact in 2012 and subsequently also the National Development
Plan in 2016, donors, implementing partners, the FGoS and FMS have worked within a new frame of
references (Interviewee C, 2017). After more than two decades of state collapse, investments in new
aid coordination structures increasingly yield results, primarily in two ways. Firstly, the new structures
allow for a broader participation of FMS, the international community and gradually also CSOs in the
decision-making of service provision (Interviewee B and C, 2017). Secondly, the information sharing
of aid flows has improved since the adoption of the New Deal. This is mostly thanks to the established
Aid Coordination Unit integrated in the Prime Minister’s Office (Interviewee D, 2017). The ACU
invites FGoS officials and NGOs to take part in pillar working groups, e.g. the working group on
Inclusive Politics to coordinate improve coordination.
The research reflects that civil society’s role is very central and important when it comes to
transparency. Holding the government accountable and following up on commitments made by the
duty bearers is key for a healthy and democratic state-society relation. In the Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC), for instance, the local CSOs assumed the task of overseeing aid flows and control
whether aid is being disbursed in line with the PSGs (Interviewee I, 2017). As an international platform
for CSOs, the CSPPS are both working on performing its rights and obligations to scrutinize the
power-holders in G7+ countries, but also hold donor countries accountable for delivering on their
commitments in the partnership. With presence in a number of Somali donor capitals, the CSPPS
members have the ability to hold IDPS members accountable and to encourage them to operate in a
transparent manner (Ibid).

4.2.2 Risk sharing
The second TRUST principle, ‘Risk sharing’, partly refers to the acceptance of risks associated with
engagement in fragile states and the risk of non-engagement. Several informants defined risks as
threats to result realisation and listed number of key risks prevalent in their work: Security; Fiduciary;
Political; Programmatic; and high turnover of staff in international organisations and host government
(Interviewee B, C and D 2017; Interviewee O, 2018). The risks posing the most sever challenges to
development and stability is the volatile security situation in the Somali Region. Terrorist attacks, clan
clashes and violence occurs on a daily basis. With a very weak security apparatus, the violence is hard
to contain (Interviewee C, 2017). Fiduciary risk in form of corruption is another threat to effective aid
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management. According to Interviewee J, K and L (2017), fiduciary and corruption risks are closely
linked to the distribution of aid as budget support. This is primarily because it is more difficult to
control and manage risks in budget support (Interviewee J and K, 2017), which means you need to trust
the recipient government to spend it truthfully (Interviewee L, 2017).
In terms of managing risks, the informants give similar explanations. Large donors tend to
consult their own individual risk management strategies rather than collaborating or sharing the risks
(Interviewee D, 2017; Interviewee O, 2018). Interviewee M (2017), for instance, testifies that the EU is
conducting risk assessments to identify risks and mitigation strategies before approving funds
distributed as budget support. The UN runs a Risk Management Unit (RMU) in Somalia that: provides
trainings in risk management; disseminate information existing risks associated with partners; and
advises UN agencies on suitable risk mitigation measures. RMU primarily provide services to other
UN Agencies, but also the FGoS, especially the Treasury in terms of capacity building, financial
management, procurement and oversight (Ibid).
In general, committing to the New Deal implicitly entails that the members of the IDPS agree
to engage in high-risk contexts and share risks that are inevitable in this kind of partnership
(Interviewee I, 2017).

4.2.3 Use and strengthen country systems
According to the IDPS (2011), the third principle: Use and strengthen country systems primarily
concerns Public Financial Management (PFM) institutions and the strengthening of financial and
administrative capacity. DG-DEVCO in Brussels coordinates aid among different funding
instruments39. For Somalia, EU funds are primarily channelled through two trust funds administered by
the World Bank and UNDP respectively. The former financially supports the development of core
government functions of the FGoS40 and Sub-National Authorities as well as strengthening of
intergovernmental dialogue and resource allocation, through the ‘Recurrent Cost and Reform
Financing Program’ (WB, 2017). The funds allocated through the this programme are feeding into the
state’s budget, procurement, treasury and payment mechanism for civil servants and hence use the
39

The different funding instruments include: the European Development Fund (EDF), Instrument Contributing to Stability
and Peace (ICSP), the Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) missions and the different thematic budget lines
(Interviewee M, 2017).
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Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Finance, Government of the FRoS, Ministry of Finance, Interim Jubba Administration
(WB, 2017).
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Somali country systems. The second trust fund managed by UNDP runs a similar programme: the
Strengthening Institutional Performance (SIP) programme. As the title indicates, the SIP programme
assists the FGoS to develop functional and more efficient government institutions with an example of
developing policy frameworks and strategic guidelines for Civil Service Management (Interviewee B,
2017; UNDP, 2018). According to Interviewee B (2017), the UNDP is using the country system ‘On
Plan’41 to a sufficient extent as aid and programmes are aligned with the priorities of the Somali
Compact and the NDP. ‘On Treasury’ is more complicated. Even though funding feeds into the FGoS,
internal rules and procedures determine the level of authority and control the UNDP can give up to
other partners (Ibid; Interviewee O, 2018).

4.2.4 Strengthen capacities
The fourth principle concerns the strengthening of state and civil society capacities. From the
interviews and the qualitative content analysis it is evident that most capacity building support has
been allocated to core state functions in the Federal Government and the Emerging FMS (Interviewee
F, G and I, 2017). From the Somali Compact, the UNDP realised that the Somali institutional
infrastructure was not operational and capitalised on that opportunity by formalising a CPD. According
to informant B, “The New Deal was the basis upon which we build the whole programme. And that
was the, the New Deal was of course the starting point where most of the priorities and what needed to
be done were formulated, so we took that as a starting point to move ahead” (2017). The UNDP
designed the CPD in close coordination with the World Bank, who is also mainly focusing on
strengthening core government functions, such as “HR, procurement, financial management […]
Policy [and] planning” (Informant D, 2017). Through the CPD, the UNDP implements two projects
directly linked to the capacity of the Somali Government: The Strengthening Institutional Performance
(SIP) programme and the Support to Emerging Federal States (StEFS) project (Ibid). Within the two
initiatives, the UNDP works on three different levels: the institutional, organisational and individual.
The institutional level concerns the organisational structure according to the constitution, laws and
regulations as well as the oversight of roles and responsibilities among different legal and political
entities. The second level focus on “systems and structures within ministries and the operational
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‘On Treasury’ is part of the full expenditure budget cycle starting with ‘On Planning’ and ending with ‘On Audit’ (IDB,
OECD and the World Bank, 2011).
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procedures, [and] work process management” (Informant B, 2017) whereas the work on individual
level relates to the strengthening of individuals skills and competencies.
Interviewee F and G acknowledge the increasing importance of gender in statebuilding
however admit that limited efforts are done to strengthen capacities on gender equality and social
inclusion (2017).

4.2.5 Timely and predictable aid
The fifth and last TRUST principle concern ‘Timely and predictable aid’. According to Interviewee B,
the predictability of aid is different depending on which level you look at: “there is a level of
unpredictability. On a high level, it is not that unpredictable. We know fairly well what kind of funding
we are likely to receive as a country in the next coming years. For individual projects of course it’s
different” (2017). Furthermore, state funding is reliant on the timeliness of the federal government to
issue payments. This, according to Interviewee D (2017), has created a lot of frustration, as the federal
government tend to be slow.
The use of integrated financing approaches, such as pooled funding through trust funds
contributes to a more flexible and joint disbursement of funding and also a platform for shared
management of risks. The UN MPTF and the WB Multi Partner Trust Fund (MPF) are the largest trust
funds for Somalia and accounted for almost 20 per cent of the total funding during 2015-2017 (FRoS,
2017: 13). Under the WB MPF, donors can preference up to 50 per cent of their funding, however in
practice donors mostly preference around 30 per cent. In the UN MPTF, donors preference funding to a
greater extent. With a lower share of preferenced funding, the trust funds are better positioned to
commit funding for longer-term projects (Interviewee D, 2017). Even though the benefits of trust funds
and preferenced, or earmarked funding is evident, the amount of aid channelled to these mechanisms
has declined: from 30 per cent in 2015 to 21 per cent in 2017. For instance, funding through the SDRF,
a fund that promotes coordination, alignment and lower transaction costs decreased seven per cent
between 2015 and 2017 (FRoS, 2017).
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4.3 Perceived progress, challenges and implications of the
TRUST principles
This section outlines the perceptions and documented progress of the implementation of the TRUST
principles. Findings related to general and more specific challenges and implications connected to the
implementation of the principles are also presented.
The independent evaluation of the New Deal reveals that limited progress has been made in
terms of the TRUST principles, especially the ‘Use and strengthen country systems’ and Strengthening
capacities’ principles (Hearn, 2016: 30). Civil society representatives argue that the implementation of
the New Deal has been too focused on technical statebuilding at the expense of restoring citizens’ trust
in Government. Furthermore, a low level of trust among political leaders and ordinary citizens appear
to have negative implications on the peace and statebuilding process in general. If citizens perceive
their Government and State institutions as illegitimate and incompetent, there is a higher risk of
spoilers undermining the statebuilding process and a resort to conflict (Ibid). The research identifies
tendencies similar to the described scenario in the Somali Region. These tendencies are described
below and discussed in the subsequent chapter.

4.3.1 Transparency
Some progress can be identified when it comes to transparency. Information on aid flows are more
widely shared, more stakeholders are included in decision-making processes and (Interviewee C,
2017). However, Interviewee D (2017) argues that progress on transparency has been scattered. Due to
a lack of an institutional approach to transparency and communication, the different Ministries are not
unified in their commitment to transparency. Transparency by inclusion can also be tricky due to
logistical challenges. Gathering decision-makers is difficult in practice both because meetings need to
fit into several tight schedules, politicians need to be willing to attend and the security situation may
hinder government officials to physically access the meeting point (Interviewee J, K and L, 2017).
Also, Interviewee F (2017) is witnessing of a tendency to uphold a modus operandi that is not fully
transparent because of arbitrary reasons, both by recipient government and donors. For recipient
countries the reason is often to use the situation for their own advantage, and for donors it may help
ease relationships. For instance, findings on corruption and financial misconduct can harm the relation
between donors and governments and hence jeopardize future cooperation. Due to these harmful
implications, actors are reluctant to disclose information in a fully transparent manner.
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According to INCAF (2014), transparency has increased after the establishment of the Aid
Coordination Unit (ACU). However, Interviewee D (2017) testifies that transparency in aid flows have
only improved among traditional OECD donors. For instance, Saudi Arabia and Turkey have their own
reporting mechanism that does not necessarily align with OECD practices.

4.3.2 Risk sharing
According to three informants (Interviewee D, F and I, 2017), least progress has been made in terms of
‘Risk sharing’. Acknowledging that risks are abundant in a setting as Somalia (Interviewee D, I and N,
2017) the perceptions are that: risks are more dumped than shared (Interviewee D, 2017); it is unclear
what ‘Risk sharing’ actually translate to in practice; risks can be seen as opportunities and as opening
for “opportunities to work faster and realize much higher-level results then we initially expected. Or
realize it cheaper” (Interviewee B, 2017). Interviewee B (2017) argues that high staff turnover in
international organisations can have a negative impact on alignment and cooperation as new people
tend to develop process not fully aligned with the joint direction.
Interviewee D (2017) confirms that the acceptance of high risks can outweigh the risks of nonengagements in fragile states. According to him/her, “in some cases it’s worth the higher fiduciary risk,
reputational risk, to use the country systems if the goal is statebuilding, if the goal is you know
building government to be a legitimate partner for the private sector, it’s not” (2017). Furthermore,
risks related service delivery and infrastructure projects at a state level tend to be higher than risks
associated with paying civil servants at a federal level (Interviewee D, 2017).

4.3.3 Use and Strengthen country systems
According to the IDPS, in the early outset of the New Deal in Somalia, the Somali authorities
expressed their concern for the limited use of country systems, which did not live up to their
expectations. At the same time, the international community were similarly disappointed by the slow
process of the development of the PFM system in the country (IDPS, 2015). The Somali PFM systems
are lacking capacity to manage the high amount of aid distributed to the country on a yearly basis
(Informant B, 2017).
[…] there is a lot pressure to put the financial means into government machinery but I mean
the total aid budget is about 1 billion per year, the government revenue is about 200 million
[…] So that’s five times as much. So we have a machinery that has difficulties managing 200
million. Forget that they can manage 1 billion more. And it will take ages before they will have
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an internal revenue, let’s say capacity, and that will bring the machinery to a similar level of
turnover. […] why build a machinery for something that is much bigger than it will probably
manage in the coming periods. If you would build machinery now to manage 1 billion dollars
and suppose in the next few years the aid and the humanitarian assistance could drastically
drop. Eh. Then you will have a machinery that is way bigger than you need. (Interviewee B,
2017)
The Somali PFM system, referred to as the machinery above, is arguably underdeveloped and not
ready to face a rapid increase in funding in the recent future. This has implications for donor relations,
Federal Government and FMS relations and for the civil servants. Due to the weak PFM system, the
Federal Government is incapable to disburse funds intended for FMS in a timely and predictable
manner, which leads to frustration and tensions (Interviewee D, 2017). Civil servants are experiencing
delays in their salary payments.
“Last year [read 2016], they [the Federal Government] only paid 8 months because they
couldn’t get their patch together even though they would have access to millions more money
for those additional four months but they couldn’t get their cash management to a scale where
they were even able to access it” (2017).
Interviewee J (2017) also testifies that the Somali country systems are weak, which has implications on
the equality of public services. Channelling aid through a system with limited outreach potentially
fuels the inequality and the dissent between communities receiving more or less public services.
Furthermore, in fragile states, such as Somalia, weak government systems tend to be compensated for
by the UN and INGOs parallel systems. The difficulty now is to channel the duties from international
to domestic actors (Interviewee J, 2017). Despite these challenges and implications, Interviewee D
(2017) states that traditional OECD donors are increasingly channelling funds through country
systems.

4.3.4 Strengthening capacities
‘Strengthening capacities’ refers primarily to capacity building support for core government functions
(Interviewee B and D, 2017). FGoS and FMS capacities are still low, which has implications for
disbursement of funds and salaries for civil servants as well as accessing the WB International
Development Association (IDA). By accessing IDA, Somalia is granted access to more funding,
however the capacities to manage a larger amount of funds are not yet sufficient (Interviewee D, 2017).
The military and police forces are reportedly weak (Interviewee C, 2017), which has sever negative
implications on security as well as impunity (Halbeeg, 2018).
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The Somali National Army has received military training from the United Arab Emirates,
supported by the African Union, since 2014. The purpose of this international mission was to boost the
capacity of the Somali army in order to defeat dissident militia groups, i.a. Al-Shabaab. Due to a
regional diplomatic dispute42 and an incident involving an UAE plane carrying almost 10 Million USD
being stopped at Aden Adde International Airport in Mogadishu by Somali Security forces, the UAE
abruptly closed their military training base and immediately stopped the training (Al Jazeera, 2018b).
The discontinued capacity support to the SNA has fuelled the conflict between different groups within
the army. Even before the official closing of the camp and the Federal Government taking over the
responsibilities of the trainings, the military was fractioned and engaged in armed clashes throughout
the nation (Radio Shabelle, 2018a). For example, in the end of March this year, UAE trained Somali
soldiers and government security forces from the National Intelligence and Security Agency (NISA)
engaged in an armed clash in Mogadishu leaving several causalities (Ibid). A few days after the official
closing of the UAE military camp in Mogadishu, an armed group stormed the premises and opened fire
against its fellow soldiers. The list of incidents can be made long, which reflects the seriousness of the
fractions within the SNA (Ibid). In a speech, President Mohamed Abdullahi Farmajo addressed the
incident at the camp as following: “Forget about what had happened the other day, it is not something
new, it occurred severally. We have forgiven you, no one will be prosecuted over that, (incident). We
have suffered enough with lots of fallen soldiers, we do not want to see this again” (Halbeeg, 2018). In
the same speech, the President said “I am the top leaders and Commander in Chief of the armed forces,
I promise before you, that you will get salaries every month” (Ibid).

4.3.5 Timely and predictable aid
According to Interviewee D (2017), most progress has been made in terms of the fifth principle:
Timely and predictable aid. However, according to Hearn (2016) and the IDPS (2014), progress in
terms of improving the timeliness and predictability of aid delivery has been slow. According to Hearn
(2016), international donors are underperforming in this regard and should invest more in tackling the
scattered aid delivery and “fill the financial gaps” in alignment with g7+ priorities (Ibid). Although the
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The diplomatic tension between UAE and Somalia has led to a number of accusations and incidents. The Federal
Government of Somalia accused UAE for going behind their back by signing an agreement with the Somaliland
Government to train Somaliland security forces, establish a military base in Berbera and invest in the development of
Berbera Port strategically located close to Yemen. The tensions reached a point when the Somalia Ambassador addressed
the issue in the UN Security Council as a violation of International Law (Al Jazeera, 2018a; 2018b).
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need for a more effective delivery of aid in this regard is widely recognized and endorsed among
international and national actors (IDPS, 2011), capitalizing on the need is challenging. Informants are
witnessing of lengthy and bureaucratic processes in donor countries, where aid relies on political
approval. Checks and balance systems are in place to safeguard domestic revenues are spent in line
with legal and political frameworks. A traditional OECD donor, like Sweden for instance, reduced
ODA and reallocated funds to the cover domestic expenditures caused by the increased migration costs
during the European Refugee Crisis (Interviewee F and G, 2017; Open Aid, 2018).
Hence, the obstacles hindering international aid to be fully timely and predictable are, to some
extent, inherent in the structures of aid itself. So, in order to overcome these challenges, donors are
looking more and more to non-traditional sources of finances (Interviewee F and G, 2017). Looking at
Somalia, the state budget composed to 23% on remittances43, 12% on Foreign Direct Investments
(FDI) and solely 2% on domestic revenues in 2016 (FRoS, 2017: 4). The ODA represented 21% of
GDP in 2016 and hence constitutes a large amount of the country’s budget.
The implications for not delivering aid in a timely and predictable manner can be grave. As
mentioned above, the disbursement of funds from the Federal Government to the FMS is at times slow
(Interviewee D, 2017). If FMS does not receive their funds in time, it may affect the service delivery
and payment of salaries at a local level.

4.3.6 General progress, challenges and implications
The implementation of the New Deal TRUST principles has evidently faced challenges. Certain
challenges are products of the context in which the partners are operating. Other challenges arguably
derive from the nature of the ‘operation’. Bringing states out of fragility is a difficult task, for anyone,
due to the lengthy process and abundance of factors contributing to or perpetuating fragility. An
interviewee raise the question of what “the international community can actually achieve”. A
significant amount of money is spent on ODA, but “how much of that has actually hit the ground [and]
how much could actually hit the ground? (Interviewee D, 2017).
The concept of trust, as different from the acronym of TRUST, is difficult to measure in terms
of progress. Whether trust has been built or not is hence difficult to claim, although this is exactly what
the Somali Minister of Finance, Abdirahman Duale Beileb recently did: “Somalia has passed the trust
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The figure is obtained from the aid mapping exercise conducted by the Aid Coordination Unit of the Prime Ministers
Office in 2016 (FRoS, 2017).
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factor […] Somalia can be trusted. Somalia is back”44 (Maruf, 2018). When asking the informants
whether they believed that genuine trust could come out of the TRUST principles, Interviewee B
replied:
You know the TRUST principles are on the level of building systems and structures within the
government machinery. That has the potential to make things work in an appropriate manner.
Whether people wants to use that in that sense is a different issue. And, but it is the intention of
the people to use it or not to use it that builds trust in classic sense […] Somalia remains the
most corrupt country […] And that of course is not fuelling in a positive sense, the feelings of
trust between different organisations. That’s clear. (2017)
Making progress in terms of the TRUST principles may directly lead to a strengthening of government
institutions and indirectly to a sense of trust in the government. However, trust in a classic sense, as
Interviewee B puts it, depends on other factors and cannot be guaranteed from solely making progress
on the principles. Interviewee C (2017) has a different perception on what the TRUST principles can
generate:
“The better progress that we have in Somalia on the TRUST principles that would be positive,
the more the progress on the Peacebuilding and Statebuilding [Goals] will advance. […] The
way of improving it is through these kind of principles, which brings trust and bring people
together and allow people to meet and to speak.”
Implicit in the statement above is the perception of the TRUST principles as a support function to the
PSGs (IDPS, 2011). Interviewee J (2017) confirms that most focus and priority is put on the PSGs as
compared to the two supporting pillars as the PSGs are widely accepted and encompass the focal
priorities for engagements in fragile states. The New Deal framework seeks to bring about change in
“what” is done and change in “how” things are done to support countries transitions from conflict and
fragility and the building of peaceful states and societies. (IDPS, 2014: 13) Whether donors have changed

their behaviour is debated. According to Interviewee E (2017), the New Deal has not contributed to a
change in donor behaviour, whereas according to the IDPS (2014), it has to some extent.

4.4 Peace, state and trust building at a local level
Peace and statebuilding are terms frequently used in the Somali development discourse at the moment.
This section goes beyond discourse and policy implementation and seeks to explain how peace, state
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The trust the Minister of Finance is referring to here is the trust of international financial institutions. His claim that
Somalia can be trusted was stated during a meeting with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank in
connection to the IMF assessment of the country (Maruf, 2018).
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and trust building initiatives are carried out in practice. This section mainly relies on information
obtained during the researcher’s time working with Interpeace as an intern starting in April 2018 and
on data collected through key informants interviews.
Interpeace’s work on peacebuilding relies on a set of five principles: i) Local ownership, ii)
Building trust, iii) Reaching out to all groups, iv) Long-term commitment, and v) Process matters
(Interpeace, 2018). To deliver on these principles, the organisation adopts an approach to
peacebuilding called Track 6. The Track 6 approach builds on the facilitation of a feedback loop
between and among three different levels: Track 1 Government and political elites; Track 2 Civil
society; and Track 3 Community and grassroots (Interpeace, 2018). According to Interviewee N
(2018), Interpeace currently applies this approach in Galkacyo, although on a smaller scale. Rather
than working with the political elites in Mogadishu, the peacebuilding program in Galkacyo involves
local authorities, e.g. the Mayors and Governors, civil society, e.g. women’s and youth groups, and the
grassroots in terms of the ordinary citizens (Interviewee N, 2018).

4.4.1 The peacebuilding process in Galkacyo
As established in the background chapter, Galkacyo is known for its violent history and protracted
clan-based conflicts. Even though a peace agreement was signed in 1993, the Darood and Hawiye
clans have recurrently engaged in armed conflict over competing interests and political power. The reescalation of the conflict in 2016 led to the creation of a JCC constituting 18 members, nine from each
side of the Tomaselli line. Interpeace, together with its local partner in Galkacyo, The Peace
Development Research Centre (PDRC), the UNDP and the United Nations Assistance Mission on
Somalia (UNSOM), supports the JCC and its’ work to prevent more violent outbreaks between the two
sides. The JCC both limit the likeliness of a recurrence of violence and works as a platform for
dialogue and peaceful mediation between the two parties. According to Interpeace, “A significant
degree of confidence and trust has now been established between members of the JCC from north and
south Galkacyo, in itself representing an achievement in peacebuilding.” (2017a: 5). However, even
though the security between the both clans has improved, Al-Shabaab poses a severe threat to both
communities. The recent suicide bomb killing six including the senior commander of the joint force,
Mr Col Abdihukun Abdullahi, is a tragic example of external forces stalling the reconciliation process
and deteriorating security for all (Radio Shabelle, 2018b). In addition to supporting the short-term
solution to peace, e.g. end of physical violence, Interpeace and PDRC carried out a conflict assessment
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to map drivers of conflict, sources of resilience and opportunities for peace. The conflict assessment
was conducted by a research team with links to both sides of the conflict and represented the starting
point of Interpeace and PDRC’s activities in the Galkacyo peace process.
As described in Section 2.3.3, the conflict assessment identified a number of factors driving the
conflict, i.a. unaddressed historical grievances; imbalanced and biased international commitments;
federalism and the emerging FMS; and antagonizing media (Interpeace, 2017a). Building on the
information acquired about the factors driving the conflict, the assessment also identified 10
peacebuilding entry points and opportunities for peace. In order to strengthen local-ownership and
legitimacy, the report suggests to: support local initiatives, including the JCC and the newly established
Peace Committee, the joint security forces and continue to promote inter-communal engagement and
dialogue. Activities based on the commonalities between the groups, e.g. shared culture, dance and
literature, should enjoy continued support as it has a potential to shape positive attitudes and
unification. Similarly, the media is pointed out as a potential source for promoting a peaceful discourse
(Ibid: 35-36).
After the assessment, both sides of the conflict had an opportunity to validate the outcomes,
both separately and jointly. These validation meetings are particularly important in order to ensure and
promote local ownership and participation. Meetings were chaired Interpeace and PDRC and attended
by the wider community, including members of the Ministry of Interior Federal Affairs and
Reconciliation (MOIFAR) of the FGoS, Mayors and Governors, clan and religious leaders, academia
and private sector, media as well as women and youth (Interpeace, 2017b). During the separate
validation meetings, one of the communities raised the issue of traditional sources of conflict, such as
access to resources and stealing of livestock. By focusing too much on emerging conflict drivers, i.a.
federalism and international engagements, traditional drivers may spark a larger conflict with a
potential to undermine the peace process.
Concerns regarding international involvement, foreign investments and the federal government
appeared to be central to both communities (Interpeace, 2017b). With the support of MOIFAR and the
UNDP, Interpeace brought the two communities together to jointly validate and agree on prioritizations
going forward with the peace process in Galkacyo. Both communities expressed the importance of
looking forward and capitalize on peacebuilding and reconciliatory efforts.
The validation and prioritization meeting supported the strengthening of trust. The way the
discussions were structured promoted a peaceful dialogue between the two clans. Participants from
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both clans were put together into smaller groups where they discussed and scored the peacebuilding
entry points jointly. By compiling all the groups scoring, the meeting produced a list of priorities: 1)
“Do no harm” approach, 2) Women and youth initiatives, 3) Social reconciliation, 4) Peace training
and support to media, and 5) Inter-communal engagement (Interpeace, 2017b: 6). In general, the
participants agreed that local initiatives to peacebuilding should be prioritised over federal and state
level initiatives. Although ranked as the fifth priority, inter-communal engagements are perceived as an
approach through which women and youth initiatives should be supported as well as social
reconciliation to be achieved. In addition, the groups agreed on provide continuing support to the joint
security forces, the Peace Committee and jointly established social centres (Ibid.).

4.5 Conclusion
I’m sure that this country will slowly improve but it will be a very long-term process for sure.45
It is evident that Somalia has a long way to go before the country can advance from fragility to
stability. Although several obstacles are slowing down the process, a lot of improvements are made
every day. The New Deal TRUST principles are being implemented, although to a varying extent. The
work on ‘Transparency’, for instance, has mostly focused on publicly available information on aid
flows but also on inclusion. The challenges and implications associated with a more transparent aid can
have a severe impact on the relationship between donors and host governments. According to
Interviewee C (2017), it is important to ensure local-ownership of the Somali development process.
International actors need to back and support the FGoS and the civil society in pursuing their own
achievements (Ibid).
By breaking down the TRUST principles and analyse what is behind the acronym, this research
provides information on how foreign policy is implemented in practice at a national and local level.
Acknowledging the limitation in scope, the research reveals some of the challenges related to
engagements in fragile states, how a peacebuilding process can look like on the ground and what
international engagements can implicate, intentionally and unintentionally.
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The quote is from Interviewee C when he/she was asked to put the New Deal and the TRUST principles in a bigger
perspective. He/she emphasizes that Somalia has a violent history and is underperforming in many ways. It will hence take
time before the New Deal can contribute to Somalia’s process to peace, stability and development (Interviewee C, 2017).
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5 Discussion
Based on the empirical findings outlined in the previous chapter, this section seeks to synthesise the
findings and discuss the empirics in light of the theoretical framework, starting with peacebuilding and
ending with trust building and a conclusion.

5.1 Introduction
The empirical findings reflect the perceived and reported progress in terms of implementation of the
TRUST principles and the peace, state and trust building process in the Somali Region. This section
seeks to discuss how the TRUST principles and the engagement in Galkacyo relate to peace, state and
trust building in theory at a national and local level. The peacebuilding discussion is guided by
Wallensteen’s (2015) theory on ‘Quality Peace’, statebuilding is analysed based on Eriksen’s (2017)
theory on statebuilding, and the last section before the conclusion is guided by Barbalet’s (2009) and
Eccles’s (2015) approach to trust building.

5.2 Peacebuilding
Despite the large number of peace agreements and reconciliatory meetings held since 1991, Somalia
still experience conflict in many regions throughout the country (Interpeace, 2017a; Saalax and
Xildhiban, 2010). Even though conflict still affects the life of Somali citizens (HRW, 2017), some
progress has been made. Interpeace and PDRC’s work in Galkacyo has overall been successful, with a
decrease in violence between the two communities, establishment of a JCC and a Peace Committee
consisting of members from both the Hawiye and Darood clans and the joint efforts by both sides to
pursue reconciliation and long-term peace. The ‘jointness’ of the processes arguably contributes to
what Wallensteen (2015) refers to as an element of Quality Peace: a higher level of dignity and respect
of the ‘other’. Although, the revival of the conflict in Galkacyo in 2016 was a step back in the on-going
peacebuilding process, the north and the south have made efforts to put their differences aside and
engaged in discussions. The validation and prioritisation meetings following the conflict assessment
can be seen as peace, state and trust building in itself (Interpeace, 2017b). By meeting at neutral
ground, discussing common challenges and opportunities, setting joint goals, the two communities are
implicitly building ties and mechanisms to hold one another accountable for future commitments.
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Through the lens of Wallensteen’s (2015) approach to peacebuilding, setting a compromised agenda
that both communities can validate resembles the work contributing to a more predictable future,
which is another element of ‘Quality Peace’.
The third and last component of ‘Quality Peace’: security has also been improved through the
establishment of the JCC and the joint security force, despite the recent attack by Al-Shabaab killing
six people (Interpeace, 2017a; Radio Shabelle, 2018b). The threat posed by Al-Shabaab is a national
security concern as much it is local. According to the empirical findings of this research, peacebuilding
at a national level tend to have generated less results.
The SNA is experiencing internal factions (Radio Shabelle, 2018b), which arguably has a
negative impact on the level of security in the region. On a national level, the FMS tend to feel
excluded from the federal government’s priorities; the functionality of the national military is low; and
the timeliness in terms of fund allocation from the federal government to the FMS is insufficient
(Interviewee D, 2017). Even though the elements for quality peace have a stronger presence at a local
level compared to the national level, the complex and fragile Somali context is highly vulnerable for
sudden incidents that may spark instability and conflict all over again. This fragility is arguably linked
to the weak and dysfunctional state institutions. With the youngest state established in the end of 2016,
the Federal and FMS governments are in an early stage of the political and institutional development
(UNSOM, 2016).

5.3 Statebuilding
Given the juvenile federal system in Somalia, the FMS are not yet functional to its best capacity
(Interpeace, 2017a). Support provided by UNDP and the WB to strengthen capacities of FGoS and
FMS is hence justified. Falling under the fourth TRUST principle ‘Strengthening capacities’, the CPD
is primarily strengthening the institutional capacity of the Somali government but also aim to increase
civic engagement and public outreach (UNDP, 2018). Even though the programme has achieved
results and contributed to the development of the emerging FMS, core functions of the FGoS and FMS
and public outreach (Ibid), the weakness of the state apparatus is still harmful for the peacebuilding
process, at least in Galkacyo (Interpeace, 2017a; Interviewee N, 2018). The state’s ability to protect its
citizens tends to be limited due to fractions and limited capacities of the national police and army,
which has led to the establishment of local security mechanisms, such as the Joint Security force in
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Galkacyo. Hence, there are tendencies that the TRUST principles are contributing to the strengthening
of what Eriksen (2017) refers to as ‘Infrastructural power’, however not to the extent needed.
Furthermore, looking at the conflict in Galkacyo, one of the conflict drivers is the weak federal
system. Due to the lack of a strong Federal Government and legible constitution, the weak linkages and
contested relationships across the government levels and society, the FMS find themselves fighting
over land and resources (Interpeace, 2017a: 10). Even though the prioritisation meeting held with
representatives from both clans argued that local activities should be prioritised over federal and
governmental issues, it remains a perpetuator for conflict at a local level (Ibid). Using Eriksen’s (2017)
terminology, the ‘Infrastructural Power’ in Somalia, and particularly in Galkacyo, is arguably weak.
The effectiveness of state institutions at all levels has not been improved enough through international
engagements, which has had a negative impact on the success of the statebuilding process as well as on
the peace process.
Even though the New Deal is praised for formally including civil society in the international
framework for engagement in fragile states, civil society organisations and representatives are
conspicuous by its absence when it comes to implementation (Hearn, 2016; Interviewee I, 2017).
Exclusion or low participation of civil society in statebuilding activities effectively lowers the level of
interaction between state and society. According to Eriksen (2017) foreign statebuilding engagements
have historically failed due to the negligence of the state-society relation. By solely focusing on
building state institutions, the Somali statebuilding process may hence be jeopardized.
The research evidently proves that strengthening capacities of central governments is important
and central to statebuilding and peacebuilding. Pursuing the statebuilding approach is contributing to
peace as state institutions are better equipped to tackle drivers of conflict. However, the research also
shows that peacebuilding is a delicate and slow process that can be undermined by the central
government. The case of Galkacyo demonstrates how political development and emerging influential
state institutions affects the dynamics of conflicts far from the capital. Clan-based conflicts
traditionally fuelled by access to resources, land and public property has become more complex. The
struggle for political power has added another dynamic to the already complex and deeply rooted
conflicts across the Somali region.
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5.4 Trust building
The research reflects that weak government systems do have implications for ordinary people and their
trust in the state apparatus (Interpeace, 2017a). FGoS and FMS legitimacy tends to be low mainly, as
the political representation is based on the contested ‘4.5 formula’ favouring the four major clans.
Decisions taken at a Federal and State level can hence be questioned, as certain clans perceive that the
political composition fail to include all clans and segments of the society in a fair and representative
way (Interpeace, 2009: 42, 67). The complex clan structure, with several sub-clans and sub-sub-clans is
arguably challenging to accommodate in a way that is satisfactory for all clans. The research tends to
reflect that political fractions and citizens’ mistrust in government limits government legitimacy. The
research recognizes the limited effect international engagements have had on strengthening the
legitimacy of the FGoS, as, for instance, the conflict in Galkacyo feeds on the struggle for political
power and influence (Interpeace, 2017a).
In Galkacyo, Interpeace together with PDRC is supporting the existing local structures for
peacebuilding. However, even though efforts are made to include all segments of the society, e.g.
through consultations and participation in the joint Peace Committee, the program struggles to be fully
inclusive. In the strong patriarchal culture, Somali women are not given the same agency as men and
face cultural stigma when engaging in the political space (Parke et al., 2017). To mitigate this,
Interpeace and PDRC applies a PAR methodology to ensure local buy-in and validation of process and
priorities (Interpeace, 2017b).
The research tends to confirm that the weak government, both FGoS and FMS is struggling to
deliver on performance. The government fail to provide certain services, i.a. security and salaries of
civil servants (Interviewee D, 2017). The inability to ensure security and provide efficient and
trustworthy policing and military services has a negative effect on the trust building process in the
Somali region. Rather than referring clashes and outbreak of violence to central or local authorities,
citizens establish local structures. These local structures engage with local authorities in terms of
discussing priorities and entry-points for peacebuilding at a local level (Interviewee N, 2017).
Lastly, the international engagement in Galkacyo tends to contribute to increased transparency,
as information is being shared and decisions are made in an inclusive manner through the locally
established joint Peace Committee (Interpeace, 2017a). State institutions’ performance in terms of
transparency, on the other hand, is scattered. The empirics reflect a tendency of purposely not
disclosing information due to the calculated implications it may have on donor and host government
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relations (Interviewee F, 2017). The donor and host government relation aside, not reporting on
misconduct and corruption undermines the citizens’ trust in government institutions.

5.5 Conclusion
Revisiting the theoretical framework, the research tends to reflect that international engagements in the
Somali peace, state and trust building processes are more successful at a local level compared to a
national level. The levels of dignity, security and predictability generated by the implementation of the
New Deal TRUST principles are arguably low. The weak security structure, the inclusiveness and
representativeness of the FGoS and FMS as well as the predictability in terms of allocation of funds
shows that the Somali Region still struggles with fundamental elements of Wallensteen’s (2015)
‘Quality Peace’. Endemic corruption and the culture of impunity evidently undermine the statebuilding
process. Weak capacities at a Federal and State level are reportedly compensated for by INGOs
(Interviewee J, 2017), which undermine the FGoS’s ability to produce what Eriksen (2017) refers to as
‘State-effects’. Through the WB administered ‘Recurrent Cost and Reform Financing Program’, for
instance, funds partly aimed to cover salaries for civil servants are channelled directly to the FGoS’s
state budget (WB, 2017). By providing this type of budget support, international actors support the
FGoS in performing services to the Somali citizens, which is, theoretically, increasing citizens’ trust in
Government (Eccles, 2015). However, the high level of corruption arguably has a negative impact on
the level of trust, as the government fail to be transparent in its spending, and because it effectively
limits government’s performance and legitimacy.
According to this research, peace, state and trust building at a local level in Galkacyo have been
more successful. The locally established joint Peace Committee tend to formalise dignity and
predictability in a sustainable way by promoting respectful and peaceful dialogue and interaction
between the conflicting parties. The second element of Wallensteen’s ‘Quality Peace’, is accounted for
through the joint security force and JCC that are locally established to provide security for both the
north and the south communities. The suicide attack killing members of the security force in Galkacyo
recently does not necessarily reflect a weak local security force as it may also reflect a strong common
threat to the stability in the community as a whole. The relatively functional local structures in contrast
to the weak government structures tend to confirm that statebuilding efforts through the New Deal has
not capacitated local government functions.
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Rebuilding trust in a government that has heavily violated the trust in the past and has failed to
protect its citizens from civil war, multidimensional fragility and basic security and development may
arguably be challenging. As trust is argued to be built on a set of emotions in addition to perceived
performance and legitimacy and as it remains debatable whether trust can travel across levels and
through linear extended relationships, it may also questionable whether trust can be manufactured
through external peace and statebuilding actions at a national level.
Looking beyond the TRUST acronym, these principles were not solely drafted to deliver on
transparency, use of country systems, etc. Donors, fragile governments and CSOs also committed to
establish trusting partnerships. One of the main reasons why this research is focusing on the TRUST
principals is the academic curiosity of the ability to construct trust in a fragile setting through global
agreements. The research has found that trust in TRUST is rarely recognized as a key aspect but rather
as an acronym to which donors and recipient government are aligning priorities and results.
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6 Conclusions
The research has analysed the operationalization of the New Deal TRUST principles in the Somali
region and donor-funded peacebuilding efforts in Galkacyo through the lens of peace, state and trust
building theory. The main research question read: How do international donors and implementing
organisations work with peace, state and trust building in the Somali Region at a national level through
the New Deal TRUST principles and at a local level in Galkacyo?
International donors, i.a. the EU and the WB, and implementing organisations, i.a. the UNDP,
Interpeace and PDRC work with peace, state and trust building in different ways. At the national level,
the main actors are the EU, the WB and the UNDP, whereas Interpeace and PDRC operate primarily at
a local level. By implementing the five TRUST principles, international actors contribute to Somalia’s
statebuilding process primarily by strengthening the state’s ability to produce ‘State-effects’. This
research defines state-effects as: The state’s ability to promote a sense of unity and cohesion within a
frame of reference and boundary. By investing in transparency, strengthening of core government
capacities, channelling funds through evolving country systems in a timely and predictable way, and by
managing risks with join mechanisms, international actors strengthen the FGoS’s capacity of
producing state-effects. Whether the FGoS is cultivating these newly acquired capacities into stateeffect is beyond the scope of this research. Furthermore, by delivering on the TRUST principles,
international actors indirectly have the means to contribute to the Somali peace and trust building
process. In terms of peacebuilding, the TRUST principles entail elements for improving predictability,
which is one of Wallensteen’s (2015) elements for ‘Quality Peace’. The EU and the WB channel a
portion of their aid through trust funds, which is claimed to be conducive for predictability. On the
other hand, donors are restricted by domestic politics and jurisdictions that may limit the ability to
commit funds three to five years in advance. Lastly, international actors do contribute to trust building
by delivering on the TRUST principles by strengthening the FGoS’s capacity to provide services to the
Somali citizens. For instance, the WB ‘Recurrent Cost and Reform Financing Program’ provides
funding to the core government functions including funding for payment of civil servants salaries.
At a local level, Interpeace and its local partner, PDRC, work with peace, state and trust
building in practice in Galkacyo. The organisations support the locally-led peacebuilding process with
technical, strategic, financial and logistical assistance (Interpeace, 2017a). The organisations provide
support to the local joint Peace Committee: a unit composed by both parties of the conflict with a
mandate to discuss, set priorities and implement reconciliation activities and hence increase what
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Wallensteen (2015) refers to as predictability. Furthermore, the organisations work with peacebuilding
by supporting the JCC and joint security force comprised of military officers from both the Darood and
the Hawiye clans. Strengthening the joint security force and the Peace Committee can also be seen as
contributing to the statebuilding process at a local level. Investing in local mechanisms for security and
peace rather than creating parallel structures falls in line with Eriksen’s (2017) argument on stateeffects. Lastly, the peacebuilding engagements in Galkacyo contribute to building trust between the
two communities and with the FMS. Supporting inter-communal activities and enabling people from
the north and the south to meet at neutral ground arguably contributes to a better understanding and
confidence in each other. The Mayors and Governors from the north and the south endorse the joint
Peace Committee and take an active part in its engagements, which brings different segments of the
society together. At a national level, building trust seems more difficult. Delivering on legitimacy,
performance and transparency: three elements conducive for citizens’ trust in government (Barbalet,
2009; Eccles, 2015), tends to be challenging for international actors engaging in the Somali Region.
Legitimacy is closely linked to the political representation of the FGoS and FMSs (Saalax and
Xildhiban, 2010); Performance is linked to the extent the FGoS and FMS cultivate newly acquired
capacities (Interviewee D, 2017); and Transparency is associated with the willingness to disclose
information and involve stakeholders in decision-making (Interviewee B and C, 2017).
According to informants from UNDP, the WB, the EU and the CSPPS, the implementation of
the TRUST principles is imbalanced and scattered, as certain principles have been prioritised over
other. ‘Use and strengthen country systems’ and ‘Strengthening capacities’ are the two principles
delivering most progress according to the majority of the informants, whereas ‘Risk sharing’ and
‘Timely and predictable aid’ perform worse. The implementation of the first principle, ‘Transparency’,
mainly referring to the sharing of documents, inclusive decision-making and reporting of aid to the
Somali Aid Coordination Unit at the Prime Minister’s Office, has made moderate progress. The
challenges are plenty. The informants testifies to challenges linked to the context, i.a. the security
situation, political instability, high level of corruption and the threats to program realisation. Some of
these challenges, e.g. endemic corruption and insecurity have severe implications on the realisation of
the TRUST principles, but also on the peace, state and trust building processes.
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6.1 Final general conclusion
The Somali Region evidently faces multi-dimensional fragility and has a long way to go to achieve the
SDGs. The New Deal is designed to target drivers of conflict and equipped by the means to support
fragile states out of fragility (IDPS, 2011). This research tends to confirm the importance of continuing
supporting the Somali peace, state and trust building process. However, whether the New Dean and the
TRUST principles are the best fit for purpose remains debated. Achieving SDG 16 in 2030, based on
the findings of the current research, seems like a long-term goal and rather unlikely. Peace, state and
trust building are arguably imperative to “Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable
development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions
at all levels” (UN ECOSOC, 2017).
The research finds that donors and IDPS members use New Deal discourse, whereas actors in
the field, such as Interpeace, do not use the same terminology. The research also finds that the
introduction of the New Deal has had little positive effect on the peacebuilding engagements in
Galkacyo. The research reflects that the conflict in Galkacyo has a political dimension as the newly
established states governing the city: Puntland and Galmudug and the respective clans are struggling
for power. The emerging FMSs are indirectly supported by the New Deal TRUST principles,
especially through principle number four: Strengthen capacities. By strengthening a political system
that fuels conflict at a local level, the implementation of the New Deal TRUST principles tend to have
generated unintended negative effects on local peacebuilding. Also, by favouring a good relationship at
the expense of tackling corruption at every cost, international actors can contribute to a culture of
impunity, which in turn may have severe implications on the trust between the FGoS and the Somali
citizens.
Whether donors have changed their behaviour as a result of the new policy remains debated
(IDPS, 2014; Interviewee E, 2017). What seems to be the key factor differentiating the New Deal from
other peace and statebuilding initiatives is the formalised involvement of civil society in the
formulation and implementation of the policy. The involvement of CSPPS in the formulation of the
PSGs, FOCUS and TRUST principles is unique when it comes to global frameworks for engagements
in fragile states. Although, the research acknowledges the shortcomings in terms of the methodological
process guiding the consultations leading up to the High Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness in Busan
2011. According to informants, the so-called country-level consultations tend to fall short in terms of
scope and inclusivity (Interviewee E and I, 2017).
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The volatile security situation in the Somali region may be seen and tackled as both a symptom
and a disease. On the one hand, security threats posed by Al-Shabaab is a ‘disease’ undermining the
effectiveness of and posing threats to state institutions. On the other hand, the weak state institutions
are creating an instable environment for Al-Shabaab to take advantage of. The research recognizes the
severe impact the fragile security has on peace, state and trust building in the Somali region. Recurring
clan clashes, terrorist attacks and fractioned police and military forces perpetuate fragility and
undermine the peacebuilding progress on a national and local level. The research can confirm that a
certain level of legitimacy of Federal and State institutions exist. However, the state has a limited
presence in the periphery. Similarly to Menkhaus’ (2014a) findings, the research reflects that local
structures tend to be better at performing state functions compared to institutions at a national level.
The research outlines how peace, state and trust building is carried out in practice, but is by no
means comprehensive. Analysing the New Deal TRUST principles in the Somali region as well as
Interpeace and PDRC’s engagement in Galkacyo inevitably leave out other policies and local
engagements that are being implemented at a national and local level. The TRUST principles constitute
one out of three pillars of the New Deal, of which the PSG pillar is the most prioritised (Interviewee J,
2017).
The theoretical framework is based on an interpretation of a set of theories. The theories used in
this research were selected by the researcher based on its positioning in the respective discourses of
peace, state and trust building. Other theories, such as liberal peace theory (Richmond and Franks,
2009), pure institutionalist approach to statebuilding (Ghani and Lockhart, 2008) or trust building
across levels (Bachmann and Inkpen, 2011; Zaheer, McEvily and Perrone, 1998), would inevitably
generate different findings and conclusions. The researcher acknowledges the importance of continuing
research on how policy implementation affects local structures. With over one billion USD46 in ODA
annually (FRoS, 2017), Somalia is a prominent recipient of international aid, but also in need of smart
investments (Interviewee D, 2017). With more research on the how the assistance is cultivated in
practice, donors, FGoS and the civil society can improve and eventually bring Somalia out of fragility
and cyclic humanitarian crisis.

46

The total ODA for Somalia 2016 was 1.3 Billion USD. Since 2014, Somalia has received between about 1.2 to 1.3 billion
USD annually (FRoS, 2017).
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Annex 1 – Maps of the Somali Region
Map of Somalia 2011 (UN, 2011)
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Map of the Somali Federal Member States47 (Somali Update (2017)

47

The State titled Hiiraan and Middle Shabelle is also referred to as Hirshabelle. Hirshabelle was established in October
2016 as the youngest of the 6 Federal States (UNSOM, 2016)
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Capacity Development Programme
UNDP Somalia, Mogadishu, Somalia and Nairobi, Kenya
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European Commission, Brussels, Belgium
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Somali Programme Coordinator
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Manager
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Risk Analyst
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Policy Analyst, Fragility and
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New Deal Facility, Strategic Policy and Global Positioning Unit
Bureau for Policy and Programme Support (BPPS)
UNDP, New York, USA
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European Commission, Brussels, Belgium

Odih Kumuyi, Love
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NYU Social Sector Leadership Fellow 2016-17
New York, USA

Pape, Elisabeth

Deputy Head of Unit

DG-DEVCO Unit B.2 – Resilience and Fragility
European Commission, Brussels, Belgium
(Since Nov. 2017: EU Delegation to the United States, New York)

Soer, Albert

Programme Manager

Capacity Development Programme
UNDP Somalia
Mogadishu, Somalia and Nairobi, Kenya

Tangri, Kristoffer

Peacebuilding Policy Specialist

Peacebuilding Conflict Prevention Team
Bureau for Policy and Programme Support (BPPS)
UNDP, New York, USA

van Sluijs, Peter

Senior Strategist
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Annex 3 – Questionnaire
QUESTIONNAIRE
My name is Rebecca Lindqvist, I am a student of the Joint NOHA European Master’s Degree in
International Humanitarian Action. During 8 weeks, I am conducting research at Fordham University
(NYC) for my master thesis. Aside from academia, I work as an independent consultant in the
development sector, most assignment being related to evaluation, tender production and
administration.
The topic of my research is the New Deal for Engagement in Fragile States, and the implementation of
the TRUST principles. More specifically, my thesis seeks to analyse trust building and how it is
operationalized at program level in Somalia. In addition to implementation of the principles, my
research analyses the intended and unintended implications of realizing the TRUST principles in fragile
settings. By consulting previous research on the topic and analysing UN, European Commission and the
World Bank processes and practices, the research aim to produce a synthesis on the work and
challenges related to trust building in fragile contexts. Hopefully, my research will also put forward
recommendations and hence contribute in improving current and future programs. I’m confident that
the results of my research will also have a positive value for your organization.
I am very grateful that you have taken the time to do an interview with me, as it will be an important
input, as well as enrichment, for my research. I anticipate that this interview will not take more than
20-30 minutes of your time.
Please kindly note that:
•
•
•

Information that you share with me will be treated confidentially
You will be anonymous (not named as a data source) if you wish
I will ask for your consent to share the final research outcome

Firstly, is it okay if I record this interview? Yes _____ No _____
Name of interviewee: ____________________________________
Organization: ___________________________
Position within the organization: _____________________________________
Signature
Place and date:

___________________________
The Interviewee
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Questions:
•

As a [insert position], what is your main role in the implementation of the New Deal?

Implementation of the TRUST principles and potential implications:
Transparency
o
o

What kind of transparency are you primarily focusing on at your Office? [E.g. information sharing,
inclusion] What are the main challenges related to transparency in fragile contexts?
What are the possible implications of increased transparency, and the lack thereof, in fragile contexts?

Risk sharing
o
o

What types of risk are you primarily encountering? How are risk shared and mitigated for?
What are the main challenges and implications in terms of these risks?

Use and strengthen country systems
o

o

Using the International CABRI definition of Country Systems, which dimensions (On Plan, Budget,
Parliament, Treasury, Execution, Procurement, Accounting, Report and on Audit) are the
strongest/weakest in terms of implementation in general?
What are the potential implications if parts or all dimensions are not used or strengthened?

Strengthen capacities
o
o

What types of capacities is your office primarily seeking to strengthen? [e.g. institutional, governmental,
PFM] Why?
What are the major challenges? What are the potential implications if these capacities are not enhanced?

Timely and predictable aid
o
o

How does your office work on ensuring/promoting timely and predictable aid?
What are the potential implications for delayed or lack of funding?

In terms of the five principles, which is strongest/weakest in terms of implementation? Why?
What do you consider to be the major contribution or impact of the TRUST principles for states to exit
fragility? [E.g., resource enablers, end goal]
Lastly, bearing in mind the new directions in development cooperation and aid effectiveness espoused
since the High Level Forum in Busan 2011, is there anything related to the New Deal and/or the TRUST
principles you believe should be changed or modified?

Thank you very much for the interview. I am deeply grateful for your kind participation. I would
appreciate it if you could also kindly share with me documents about your programs regarding the
implementation of the New Deal, if they are available.
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